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n a day when the new
O
Mahagathbandhan
Cabinet led by Nitish Kumar
took oath in Patna, chinks
were visible in the Janata Dal
(United) with its Parliamentary
Board Chairman Upendra
Kushwaha “skipping” the oath
ceremony. Thirty one Ministers
from the alliance partners RJD,
JD(U), Congress took oath of
office and secrecy on Tuesday.
There are seven Yadav
Ministers, five Muslims and six
upper castes and five Dalits.
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
kept the crucial Home
Department with himself and
Deputy Chief Minister
Tejashwi Yadav has taken
charge of the Health
Department in the first Cabinet
expansion of the newly formed
Mahagathbandhan
Government.
Kushwaha, a former Union
Minister in the Modi
Government, had merged his
RLSP party last year in March,
chose to express his “disappointment” on not being given
a responsibility in the new
setup by flying to Maharashtra
with his family. Kushwaha

t least seven jawans of
A
Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP) were killed while
nine critically injured after
their vehicle plunged into a 250
feet gorge near Frislan in
Pahalgam early Tuesday morning. The injured were airlifted
to Army’s command hospital in
Srinagar
As many as 41 people,
including 37 jawans of 4th and
5th battalions of ITBP, were
returning from Amarnath yatra
duty, along with two J&K cops
and two bus staffers at the time
of the accident which took
place around 9.40 am.
Official sources said the
bus bearing registration no
JK03A 3296 of IRP 3rd
1XWPa2WXTU<X]XbcTa=XcXbW:d\PafXcW3T_dch2WXTU<X]XbcTaCTYPbWfXHPSPe70<B2WXTU9XcP]AP\<P]YWXP]SA93[TPSTa
APQaX3TeXSdaX]VcWTbfTPaX]VX]RTaT\^]h^U1XWPa2PQX]Tc<X]XbcTabPcAPY1WPeP]X]?Pc]P^]CdTbSPh
?C8 Battalion skidded off the road,
6 kms short of Pahalgam, and
extended his congratulatory
Sources said several leaders under the Kumar. But be cau- plunged down 250 feet. The
message to the new Bihar of Kuswaha caste held a meet- tious as you are not only bus ended up in the Nallah.
Ministers through social media, ing in a hotel in Patna on watched in Bihar but will be Soon after the incident was
but sources said that all was not August 12 night and later con- by the entire nation as the job reported several rescue teams
well within the JD(U).
veyed to Kumar against is not finished just here,” were rushed to the spot to ferry
At least five JD(U) MLAs Kuswaha’s
induction. Kushwaha tweeted.
the injured to the nearby hosdidn’t attend the swearing-in However, those familiar with
The JD(U) downplayed his pital.
ceremony at Raj Bhavan. They the functioning Kumar would absence in the ceremony and
Initially, nine critically
were reportedly unhappy over vow that he is not likely to suc- said he was outstation on an injured jawans were airlifted to
being denied a cabinet berth. cumb to such pressure unless earlier scheduled programme. the command hospital in
The MLAs are: Dr Sanjeev there is some other hidden Sources said the party may con- Srinagar while others received
Kumar, Pankaj Kumar Mishra, agenda.
sider giving Kushwaha some treatment in the GMC,
Sudarshan Kumar, Raj Kumar
“Congratulations to all important role for the 2024 Lok Anantnag. Later, all others
Singh and Shalini Mishra.
the new Ministers inducted Sabha polls.
were shifted to the command

ATbRdTf^aZd]STafPhPUcTaPQdbRPaahX]V"(_Tab^]]T[bZXSSTS^UUPa^PSS^f]c^aXeTaQTS]TPa2WP]SP]fPaXX]0]P]c]PV
SXbcaXRc^U9:^]CdTbSPh
?C8

hospital via helicopters to provide better treatment facilities.
DG ITBP has expressed his
condolences to the families of
the jawans who died in the
tragic accident.
All possible assistance is
being provided to the injured,
ITBP spokesman said.
Later,
Lieutenant
Governor, Manoj Sinha visited

Army Hospital Srinagar and
enquired about the well-being
of ITBP personnel injured in a
tragic road accident near
Chandanwari.
Lt General Amardeep
Singh Aujla, GOC 15 Corps
was also present.
The Lt Governor expressed
grief over the loss of lives of the
ITBP personnel in the unfortunate incident and extended

his condolences to the members of bereaved families.
“Deeply anguished by the
bus accident near Chandanwari
in which we have lost our
brave ITBP personnel. My condolences to the bereaved families and prayers for the speedy
recovery of the injured. All possible assistance is being provided to the injured personnel,”
said the Lt Governor.
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orld football governing
W
body FIFA on Tuesday
suspended All India Football
Federation (AIFF) for “undue
influence from third parties”
and “flagrant violations of the
FIFA Statutes”.
With this suspension, the
U-17 Women’s World Cup cannot be held in India as planned
from October 11-30.
This is the first time the
FIFA has banned AIFF in its 85
years history. A ban on India
has been on the cards since the
Supreme Court removed Praful
Patel as AIFF president on
May 18 for not holding elec-
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tions, due in December 2020.
Alarmed by the development, the Centre on Tuesday
sought urgent hearing in the
Supreme Court on the matter.
“The Bureau of the FIFA
Council has unanimously
decided to suspend the All
India Football Federation
with immediate effect due to
undue influence from third
parties, which constitutes a
serious violation of the FIFA
Statutes,” the FIFA said in a
statement.
The Bureau of the FIFA
Council said the lifting of the
suspension will be subject to
repealing of the Committee of
Administrators’ (CoA) mandate in full.
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mid concerns in India, a
A
Chinese “spy ship” docked
at a Sri Lankan port on
Tuesday. Some Lankan
Parliamentarians there objected to the arrival of the research
ship, but the Chinese envoy to
Colombo termed the visit as
“very natural”.
Sri Lankan President Ranil
Wickremesinghe tried to allay
India’s fears and said China will
not be allowed to use the facil-

ity for “military purposes”.
Making this assertion, he
told a foreign newspaper on
Sunday, “The present ship did
not come under the category of
military. It came under the category of a research ship. That
is how we permitted the ship to
come to Hambantota.”
China on Tuesday said
the activities of its high-tech
research vessel will not affect
the security of any country and
should not be “obstructed” by
any “third party,” as the ship
berthed at Sri Lanka’s southern
port of Hambantota amid
Indian and US concerns.
The ship reached the
Hambantota deep water port
in southern part of the countr y, about 250 km from
Colombo, at 8.20 am local
time and will leave for onward
journey on August 22 after
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he Supreme Court on
T
Tuesday said the practice of
divorce in Muslims through
Talaq-e-Hasan — which is pronounced once a month over a
period of three months — is
not akin to triple talaq and the
women also have an option of
“khula”. In Islam, a man can
take “talaq”, while a woman can
part ways with her husband
through “khula”.
A bench of Justices SK
Kaul and MM Sundresh said if
husband and wife cannot live
together, it can also grant
divorce on the ground of irretrievable breakdown under
Article 142 of the Constitution.
The top court was hearing
a plea seeking to declare Talaqe-Hasan and all other forms of
“unilateral extra-judicial talaq
as void and unconstitutional”,
claiming they were “arbitrary,
irrational, and violated fundamental rights”.

ith a Karnataka Minister’s
alleged remarks that the
“government is not functioning, we are somehow managing”, causing an embarrassment to his administration,
Chief Minister Basavaraj
Bommai on Tuesday tried to do
damage control by stating that
the comments were made in a
“different context”.
He also said that he will
talk to other Ministers, who
are upset about the remarks
made by Law & Parliamentary
Affairs
Minister
JC
Madhuswamy, and have openly expressed their displeasure
against him.
Madhuswamy’s comments
have drawn criticism from
some Ministers, with
Horticulture
Minister
Munirathna even advising him
to quit the Ministry.

W

“This is not triple talaq in
that sense. Marriage being contractual in nature, you also have
an option of khula. If two people cannot live together, we are
also granting divorce on
grounds of irretrievable breakdown of marriage. Are you
open to divorce by mutual
consent if ‘mehar’ (gift given in
cash or kind by groom to
bride) is taken care of? Prima
facie, I don’t agree with petitioners. I don’t want this to
become an agenda for any
other reason,” the bench
observed.
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replenishments.
India is wary of the capabilities of the ship Yuan Wang
5 as it can track ballistic missiles and satellites, thereby
snooping on Indian military
installations.

Notwithstanding these
apprehensions, India on
Monday gifted a Dornier aircraft to enhance the surveillance and reconnaissance
capabilities of the Sri Lankan
air force and navy.

n a tragic road accident, four
people, three of them software engineers, died and two
others were injured after a
truck fell on the car they were
travelling in Gurugram. Three
of the deceased were IIT alumni and worked in Adobe in
Noida.
The deceased have been
identified as Deepak (25),
Adarsh (23), Kumar Purjeet
and Muskaan (24) while the
victims are Priyanka(22) and
Jasnoor. Priyanka suffered a
fracture in her foot, while the
other injured person is stable.
According to the police, the
incident took place around
1.40 am near Sidhrawali village
on the highway when an
Innova car carrying four men
and two women was travelling

from Jaipur to Delhi. A truck
carrying sacks of corn, which
was going from Delhi to Jaipur,
crossed the divider on the
highway before crashing down
on the car.
Bodies of the deceased
have been kept in a mortuary
while the injured were rushed
to hospital for treatment, police
said. “We have informed the
deceased’s families and injured.
Proceedings for registering an
FIR is underway,” Inspector
Ajay Malik, SHO of Bilaspur
police station, said.
“The car was completely
crushed and the injured were
retrieved from the mangled
remains of the car. All the
injured were rushed to a private hospital in Bilaspur
where four people succumbed
to the injuries,” a police officer said.
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45-year-old Kashmiri
A
Pandit identified as Sunil
Kumar Bhat was shot dead in
cold blood by “unidentified”
terrorists while his brother
Pintu Kumar received critical
gunshot injuries inside their
apple orchard in the South
Kashmir district of Shopian on
Tuesday.
The duo were working in
the orchard located close to
their homes when they were
targeted. Sunil Bhat, the sole
earning member of the family, is survived by four daughters, wife and an elder brother.
The attack comes close
on the heels of the culmination
of successful Har Ghar Tiranga
campaign across Kashmir.
According to police,
“Terrorists fired upon civilians
in an apple orchard in
Chotipora area of Shopian on
Tuesday. One person died and

QhC!P[XcaT
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eading milk suppliers
L
Amul and Mother Dairy
will increase milk prices by C2

per litre with effect from
Wednesday on account of rising input costs.
This is the second hike by
Amul and Mother Dairy in
nearly six months. In the
beginning of March, both had
increased milk prices by C2
per litre.
The Gujarat Cooperative
Milk Marketing Federation
(GCMMF), which sells milk
?X]cd:d\PaP:PbW\XaX?P]SXcbW^cPcQhcTaa^aXbcbQTX]VcaTPcTSPcPW^b_XcP[X]
BW^_XP]^]CdTbSPh7XbQa^cWTaBd]X[:d\PaSXTSX]cWTcTaa^aPccPRZ
?C8 and other dairy products
under the Amul brand, on
Tuesday said it has decided to
one was injured. Both were took place in the first week of increase the milk prices by C2
members of the minority com- April 2022, a close relative of per litre in Ahmedabad and
munity living in the Kashmir Sunil Bhat was targeted by two Saurashtra of Gujarat, Delhivalley. Injured person has been motorcyle-borne terrorists NCR, Bengal, Mumbai and
shifted to hospital.”
inside his chemist shop in other markets effective from
In a similar attack which Shopian.
August 17.
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Commission for OBC reservation Rawat defers protest IN BRIEFS
after meeting Dhami UCO Bank marks Independence
presents first report to CM
PNS

PNS DEHRADUN
ormer chief minister and
senior Congress leader
Harish Rawat has deferred his
planned protest outside the
chief minister’s residence after
meeting CM Pushkar Singh
Dhami on Tuesday. Rawat was
slated to protest on August 18
on the issue of delay in Panchayat elections in Haridwar
district. Talking to media persons after the meeting, Rawat
said that he had requested the
CM to ensure that the administration maintains an impartial attitude in the district. The
Congress members and social
workers in the district should

F

DEHRADUN

T

he one-member commission headed by chairman
justice BS Verma for reservation for other backward
classes (OBCs) in Uttarakhand’s local bodies submitted
the first report of the commission to chief minister Pushkar
Singh Dhami on Tuesday. The
recommendations in the report will be considered interim for Haridwar district
and will be subject to the final
report.
In its interim report, for
Haridwar district, the commission has recommended 69
posts ( 22.03 per cent) of
Pradhans compared to the
total 171 posts (54.13 per
cent) of Pradhans reserved for
OBCs in Haridwar district.
The report further recommends one post (16.66 per
cent) of Pramukh compared
to the three posts (54.13 per
cent) of Pramukhs reserved in
the district for OBCs. Due to
the triple test process not
being completed in the other
12 districts of the State, the
commission has not made any
recommendations regarding
the reservation in the post of
district Panchayat chairperson
in Haridwar district.

Panchayat elections. Rawat
said that the CM had assured
him that the administration
will remain impartial. Rawat
said, “I was planning to
protest outside the CM residence but it felt odd not having met him first. I met him
and discussed issues of the
State.” On being asked about
the Uttarakhand Subordinate
Services Selection Commission paper leak, Rawat said
that he had told the CM that
stern action should be taken
against the guilty. “The CM
went one step ahead and told
me that the State government

According to officials, a
total of 363 Gram Panchayat
member (ward) posts have
been reserved in the district
for OBCs. Due to the reservation in Gram Panchayats here
for scheduled caste, scheduled
tribes and OBCs exceeding
the 50 per cent limit, the commission has recommended reserving a total of 281 posts of
ward members for OBCs in

T

the district which is not more
than 14 per cent. With this,
the total reservation for SCs,
STs and OBCs is within the
maximum 50 per cent limit.

also recommended reserving
six posts of district Panchayat
members for OBCs, which is
currently the same and not
more than 14 per cent.

Further, commission has
recommended reserving 27
posts of Block Panchayat
members for OBCs which is
currently the same and not
more than 14 per cent. It has

The Panchayati Raj minister
Satpal Maharaj, Panchayati
Raj secretary Nitesh Jha and
director Banshidhar Tiwari
were also present on the occasion.

prohibited plastic products
has been seized from July 1 to
August 12 as per the data
given by the corporation. The
MCD confiscated 296 kilogrammes of banned plastic
products penalising 837 people in July and 118 kilogrammes plastic products in
August penalising 61 people.
The corporation has collected
a sum of Rs 2,32,000 by charging penalties since July, as per
the data. Khanna said that reduction of the usage of single-

use plastics has been a main
concern and considering
their consumption is higher
among vendors and small
shopkeepers, MCD targeted
them first. He said that the
corporation will soon start
penalising big shopkeepers
heavily unlike small shopkeepers for the procurement
and usage of banned plastic
products. Khanna further
said that the corporation is
also planning to take action
against the eateries using
banned materials for packaging and manufacturers and
suppliers of such prohibited
materials in the city. He also
added that consumers will
also be fined for using these
banned products with a minimum amount of Rs 100. He
appealed to the locals to avoid
the usage of these banned
products and register a complaint in the corporation
about any violations related to
the plastic ban.

DEHRADUN

T

that the investigating agency is
undertaking its work without
any pressure which has been
proved by the action taken so
far. In its election manifesto
the BJP had mentioned zero
tolerance for corruption and a
transparent
government.
Dhami is working according
to this promise, said Bhatt
The BJP State president
said, “Irrespective of how
powerful a person is, he or she
will be brought under the
ambit of the law. Those who
have played with the rights of
the State’s youth are facing action. The BJP government will
ensure punishment for ever

person involved in this case,
irrespective of the position he
or she is occupying.”

T

The motto for the development of the safety park and
training centre is ‘zero accident’ at the project sites and

Independence Day celebrated at
Pine Hall School
PNS/DEHRADUN

PNS/ROORKEE
not be harassed. He said that
reservation and demarcation
had been used as a weapon to
stifle the rural leadership in
the district by delaying the

will ensure exemplary punishment for those guilty in the
paper leak case,” said the former CM.

First recruitment rally to start on Kotdwar on Aug 19
PNS PAURI
he rally for the recruitment of Agniveers in the
Indian army under the Agnipath scheme in Uttarakhand
will start at the Gabbar Singh
Camp in Kotdwar from August 19 and continue till August 31. The youth of seven
districts of Garhwal region
will be covered in Kotdwar recruitment rally in Pauri district.
Prior to this
recruitment rally, the Agnipath scheme will be launched
on August 17 in Kotdwar by
chief minister Pushkar Singh
Dhami. Uttarakhand Vidhan
Sabha speaker and Kotdwar
MLA Ritu Khanduri has conducted meeting with local administration and police in
Kotdwar
regarding
the
arrangements for the recruitment rally. Khanduri said that
Agnipath scheme will be
launched in Uttarakhand at
Kotdwar on Wednesday with

T

unit offices. Through this
training centre, training pertaining to safety measures and
safety instruments will be provided to all the executives, supervisors and workmen of the
corporation along with workers related to the construction

PNS HARIDWAR
he police have arrested
four persons accused of
robbing a scrap dealer in the
Shyampur police station area
of the district. The accused
had robbed Rs 12,000 from
dealer Mobin along with his
motorcycle. Some of the
money, firearms and two motorcycles used in the crime

Bhatt further said that due
to the clean administration
provided by the BJP State government, the corrupt are
being sent to jail. This is because of the policies of the BJP
and the strong determination
of the chief minister. He said
that Dhami had taken similar
action in other cases in the
past too. The action taken
against illegal mining and
liquor was appreciated by the
opposition too, added the BJP
State president.

Safety park & training centre inaugurated at THDCIL
PNS DEHRADUN
HDC India Limited established a
safety park and training centre under the
ambit of Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav at its
corporate office in
Rishikesh. The safety
park and training
centre was inaugurated by THDCIL
chairman and managing director Rajeev
Vishnoi along with
director (Finance) J
Behera who was virtually present during the inauguration programme.

he UCO Bank celebrated the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
with various events. The Dehradun chief manager
Pradeep Anand Keshri hoisted the national flag on Independence Day and wished the gathering on the occasion. He exhorted all the members of the bank staff to ensure that the
bank continues to provide good services as before. The staff
members and their family members were present on the occasion.

MLA inaugurates token system in
Civil hospital

chief minister Pushkar Singh
Dhami as the chief guest. She
further said that the families
of martyrs and ex-servicemen
will also be felicitated in this
function. Khanduri said that
the administration and police
have been instructed to make
full arrangements in coordination with the departments
concerned for sanitation,
medical, transport, accommodation and other aspects during the recruitment rally so
that the youth arriving here do
not face any problems.
Meanwhile, Pauri district
magistrate Vijay Kumar Jogdande along with colonel
Manish Sharma held a meeting to review arrangements
for the recruitment rally in
Kotdwar. Officials informed in
the meeting that 63,360 youth
from seven districts of
Garhwal had registered for the

recruitment rally in Kotdwar.
Out of these, 9,306 candidates
are from Chamoli, 9,148 candidates from Dehradun, 6,812
from Haridwar, 16,330 from
Pauri,
6,357
from
Rudraprayag, 9,784 from
Tehri and 5,623 from Uttarkashi.
The district magistrate instructed health and education
department officials to produce the list of employees deployed for the recruitment
camp. Jogdande asked education department staff to verify
the certificates seriously and
health department staff to
work in two shifts to ensure 24
hours presence along with one
ambulance. He also issued
necessary directions to the officials of the Public Works Department,
Transport
department and others in the
meeting.

Corrupt will not be spared, Four men arrested for robbing scrap dealer
T
stresses BJP State chief
he Bharatiya Janata Party
State president Mahendra
Bhatt has stressed that the
party is committed to eradicating corruption, scams and
the culture of middlemen
from the State. He said that
the youth and dedicated chief
minister Pushkar Singh
Dhami had hit strongly at corruption. Taking cognisance of
the complaints made by the
unemployed, the CM had directed action without delay
and the result is there for all to
see, he said referring to the action taken in the case of the
Uttarakhand
Subordinate
Services Selection Commission (UKSSSC). Bhatt said

T

ine Hall School celebrated independence day with patriotic fervour and zeal. The principal Rama Anand hoisted
the tricolour followed by the national anthem. She urged the
students to realise and cherish the coveted freedom and work
towards a progressive nation. The students participated in a
variety of cultural events held on the occasion. A tree plantation drive was also undertaken by the principal and the students to mark the occasion.

PNS DEHRADUN
he Municipal Corporation
of Dehradun (MCD) has
collected a penalty of over Rs
two lakh from small shopkeepers and vendors for using
banned plastic products. It
will soon start imposing
penalties for the violation on
big shopkeepers and wholesalers across the city too.

PNS

PNS/DEHRADUN
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MCD collects over Rs 2L
CM to launch Agnipath
fine on banned plastic items scheme in U’khand today

The chief municipal health
officer Dr Avinash Khanna
said that MCD had started
raising awareness among locals against the usage of prohibited
materials
like
single-use plastics, polystyrene and styrofoam among
others for about two months
before it started imposing
penalties. As a part of MCD’s
initiative for the phased elimination of these products, sanitation teams specially went
among the vendors and small
shopkeepers of the city to raise
awareness, said Khanna. A
total of 414 kilogrammes of

Day

and maintenance
works at all projects. A display hall
has been set up displaying all types of
safety equipment
and items like safety
belts, ear protectors,
work at height
training, etc in
order to create
awareness and acquaint the employees with safety gear
and equipment. In
the training centre,
the training will be provided
to the employees by various
institutions like National
Safety Council, Nainital,
Safety Circle, Chandigarh, Institution of Engineers Safety
Circle, Kolkata and others.

The case was quite a challenge
for the police as the miscreants had carried out this incident in the forest, where there
was no CCTV camera installed nearby. For this reason, the police took some time
to nab the accused.
Singh told that the police

arrested the four accused
Parvez, Saarik, Harsh and
Ashutosh. Parvez is from
Shyampur while the other
three are from Bijnor. The police have recovered Rs 6,000
out of the robbed money
along with two motorcycles
used to carry out the crime.
Three pistols and live cartridges and a knife were also
recovered from them.

T

he Roorkee MLA Pradeep Batra inaugurated the token
system for patients registered at the OPD counter in the
Civil Hospital at Roorkee. He said that the State government
is fulfilling its commitment to benefit the public with better
medical facilities. Claiming that the State government was
expediting developmental works, he stressed that execution
of works in the Roorkee area will also be undertaken seriously. The staff members of the hospital were also present
on the occasion.

KV ONGC celebrates I- Day
PNS/DEHRADUN

T

he Independence Day was celebrated at KV-ONGC
Dehradun with patriotic fervour. The tricolour flag was
hoisted by the school principal Anshum Sharma Kalsi. She
was accompanied by the other senior members of the KV
fraternity. The school campus was decorated in the colours
of the national flag for the occasion. The students also performed various cultural programmes during the function.

Tula's Institute celebrates I-Day
PNS/DEHRADUN

T

ula’s Institute organised various events as part of Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav. The Tula’s Group chairman Sunil
Kumar Jain hoisted the national flag on Independence Day
after which the national anthem was sung by the NCC cadets
of the college.
Dean of Academics, Nishant Saxena recalled the sacrifices
made by freedom fighters for the nation’s independence. In
his address, Jain motivated all to think about and work for a
bigger and better future.

Asian School celebrates Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav
PNS/DEHRADUN

T

he Asian School celebrated Independence Day with enthusiasm on Monday. The entire school was decorated
in the colours of the national flag. The school principal
hoisted the tricolour after which the national anthem was
sung. The students participated in a range of cultural performances including songs and speeches. In her address, the
principal paid homage to the freedom fighters and urged the
students to be patriotic, uphold good values and put extra efforts into performing their civic responsibilities.

Century Mill celebrates I- Day
PNS/LALKUAN

T

he Century Pulp and Paper Mill celebrated Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav with enthusiasm. On Independence
Day, the plant process head Paritosh Rai hoisted the national
flag at the administrative building of the mill. Speaking on
the occasion, he said that the hard work of the workers ensures the progress of any industry. The progress of the industries ensures the development of the nation. He also
exhorted all to work against the ill affecting society. Representatives of the workers associations and others were also
present on the occasion.

BoB celebrates Independence Day
PNS/DEHRADUN

T
have been recovered by the
police.

he Bank of Baroda in Dehradun celebrated Independence
Day with fervour. The regional head Netra Mani hoisted
the national flag. Addressing the gathering, he spoke about
the various changes the nation had undergone since gaining
independence. He said that the time had now come for every
Indian to come forward and contribute to the development
of the nation. He also spoke about the various services being
provided by the bank and stressed on the importance of the
customers.

Police said that Mobin, a
resident of Najibabad city
of Uttar Pradesh, had filed
a complaint regarding the
robbery case in Shyampur
police station on August 9.
He had stated in the complaint that on August 9 he
and his brother Raja were
called by some people to
Peeli village of Shyampur
police station area on the
pretext of buying scrap
items. However, they took
them to forest area and
then beat them before robbing them of Rs 12,000 and
their motorcycle.
Haridwar
SP
City
Swatantra Kumar Singh
said that within a week, the
police have solved the case.
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76th Independence Day -

CM Dhami hoists National
Flag in Dehradun, Gairsain

Contributions of freedom fighters and martyrs unforgettable
for nation- Governor
PNS

DEHRADUN

Reiterates commitment of his government to development
goal of 2025 and zero tolerance for corruption
PNS

DEHRADUN

C

hief minister Pushkar
Singh Dhami hoisted the
national flag at Parade
Ground in the provisional
State capital Dehradun and
Vidhan Sabha building in the
summer capital Gairsain,
Chamoli on the 76th Independence Day on Monday.
In the programme held at
the Parade Ground, the CM
honoured police personnel
and the State government employees with CM exceptional
service medal. Speaking on
the occasion, he said we are
celebrating the Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav due to the
sacrifices made by the freedom fighters and armed forces
personnel. Praising Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for
giving a strong presence to the
country in the international
platforms, he said that the
country was able to tide over
the pandemic of Covid-19 due
to his foresightedness and
strong will. He said that PM
Modi has special love for Uttarakhand. In the last eight
years projects worth Rs 1.50
lakh crore were sanctioned by
the Union government for the
State. Dhami said that the reconstruction of the Kedarnath
temple is the best example of
the leadership qualities, vision
and commitment of PM
Modi. He said that work on
the Badrinath master plan,

Rishikesh- Karnprayag rail
project, Tanakpur- Bageshwar
rail line and survey of Doiwala
to Gangotri and Yamunotri
rail line is going on. He said
that the Delhi- Dehradun elevated road would reduce the
travel time between the two
capitals to only two hours. In
his address, the CM listed
many centrally assisted development projects and various
schemes of his government
for different sections of the society.
In the programme he conferred CM exceptional service
medal on Deputy Inspector
General (DIG) of police,

Senthil Abudai Krishnaraj,
sub inspector Rekha Danu,
Kripal Singh and head constable Ved Prakash Bhatt. The
team of Special Task Force
(STF) investigating the paper
leak case of Uttarakhand Subordinate Services Selection
Commission (UKSSSC) led
by Senior Superintendent of
Police (SSP) Ajai Singh was
also honoured on the occasion.
Later in the day CM Dhami
reiterated his policy of zero
tolerance for corruption in his
address after hoisting the national flag at Vidhan Sabha
building in Gairsain. He said

Bharat Jodo Tiranga Yatra
of Congress ends on I-Day
PNS

DEHRADUN

T

he Bharat Jodo Tiranga
Yatra organised by the Uttarakhand unit of Congress
party culminated on Independence Day in Dehradun.
The Pradesh Congress Committee (PCC) President,

Karan Mahara participated in
Yatra at Dehradun cantonment assembly constituency
on the last day of the Yatra on
Monday. Earlier in the day, he
hoisted the national flag at
Rajiv Bhawan. Addressing the
party workers and leaders, the
PCC president said that the
slogan of pseudo nationalism
given by the people in the
power and contribution of the
freedom fighters is being forgotten. He said that in such a
situation the leadership of

Congress party gave a call for
Bharat Jodo Tiranga Yatra for
remembering those who laid
down their lives for the country. Mahara said that the party
leader Rahul Gandhi has decided to undertake a 3600 km

Yatra from Kanyakumari to
Kashmir from October 2.
He said that everyone
should respect the value of
freedom and pay homage to
the freedom fighters. He said
that the Congress party had
played a major role in the
freedom struggle of the country. He also paid tributes to
the statehood activists of Uttarakhand who sacrificed
their lives for creation of the
state. The PCC president elaborated on the role played by

Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira
Gandhi , Rajeev Gandhi,
Manmohan Singh and Sonia
Gandhi in the development of
the country. Remembering
the martyrdom of Indira

Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi, the
PCC president said that the
Congress is the only party
which has given maximum
sacrifices in the freedom of
the country and upkeep of the
values and principles of our
country.
The Vice President organisation Mathura Dutt Joshi,
treasurer Aryendra Sharma,
Rajeev Mehrishi, former MLA
Raj Kumar and others were
present on the occasion .

that every single culprit involved in the UKSSSC recruitment scam is being arrested
and assured that no one who
is involved in the scam would
be spared. Dhami said that the
government is also making
arrangements to ensure that
there is no delay in the process
of providing jobs to the
youngsters.
Dhami announced a drinking water project for Gairsain
city, construction of office
building and meeting hall at
Institute of Medicinal and
Aromatic Plants, Horticulture
and Forestry University,
Mehalchauri, Gairsain and

renovation and beautification
of Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Park in Karnprayag on
the occasion. He said that
many schemes of the social
welfare such as Ayushman
Bharat Yojana, Jivan Jyoti Yojana, Jan Dhan Yojana, Garib
Kalyan Ann Yojana and Ujjawala Yojana are being operated and the objective of these
schemes is to ensure that the
person standing last on the social ladder is brought into national mainstream. Dhami
said that the State government
has taken a commitment to
make Uttarakhand a leading
state in every sector in its 25
year of creation. He said that
the journey of development of
the State is a collective one
and everyone should be a part
of it.
In her address the Vidhan
Sabha speaker Ritu Khanduri
said that Uttarakhand was created while keeping the idea of
development of mountainous
parts of the State in centre and
the government is working on
it. The minister in-charge of
Chamoli district Dhan Singh
Rawat said the State government is working hard to
strengthen the education and
health infrastructure in Uttarakhand. He declared that a
sub district hospital would
soon be opened in Gairsain.

Education minister
launches reading campaign
PNS

DEHRADUN

T

he Education minister
Dhan
Singh
Rawat
launched the reading campaign and Pustak Parikrama
programme at the education
directorate here on Tuesday.
The event is being organised
under the joint aegis of the
Room to Read organisation
and National Book Trust
(NBT). Flagging off a mobile
library on the occasion, Rawat
said that campaign would give
an impetus to 'book culture' in
Uttarakhand. He said that setting up of the office of the
NBT in the State would prove
beneficial for the writers, educational institutes and readers.
Rawat said that the National
Education Policy (NEP) 2020
has been implemented in the
state and under this new curriculum is being prepared
where special focus is being
made on creativity, innovations and vocational education. Praising the efforts of the
Room to Read and NBT, he
said that they are trying to
take the habit of reading and
teaching to the rural areas.
The minister opined that the
pictorial books of regional
languages would inculcate the

Manral appointed
commissioner in
Right to Service
Commission
PNS

DEHRADUN

habit of reading.
The State in charge of Room
to Read, Pushplata Rawat said
that we should take the habit
of reading to the remote
mountainous parts of the
State. She said that a special
campaign should be launched
to compensate for the loss of
reading and writing that occurred during the pandemic
of Covid-19. She added that
the reading campaign would
be organised from August 15
to September 8 in different
parts of which and during it
the promotion of the habit of
reading would be made by organising programmes in the
schools and other institutes.
Swati Badola of NBT highlighted the relevance of the
mobile library and said that
the van carrying world class
literature would go to the
places where bookshops are
not there.
The director general (DG)
school education Bansidhar
Tiwari gave an account of the
efforts of the department in
promoting the reading culture.

NAINITAL
earing on the public interest litigation filed
against mining in the Ganga
river at Bhogpur in Haridwar,
the Uttarakhand high court
has directed the National Mission for Clean Ganga
(NMCG) to reply within three
weeks. This direction was
passed by the division bench
of chief justice Vipin Sanghi
and justice RC Khulbe while
hearing the PIL filed by Matri
Sadan. In the past, the high
court had made the NMCG a
party in this matter.

H

According to the case details, Haridwar based Matri
Sadan had filed the public interest litigation stating that
mining is being carried out in

the Ganga between Raiwala
and Bhogpur in blatant violation of the rules which is
threatening the existence of
the river here. The PIL further
states that those carrying out
the mining activities in the
Ganga river are diluting the
work of the NMCG. The petitioner had appealed to the
high court to direct a stop on

such illegal mining activity so
that the Ganga
river can be protected at a time
when the mining is also being
carried out in
the
Kumbh
Mela area. The
petitioner further pointed out that the Central government had formed
the NMCG to ensure cleanliness and protection of the
Ganga river. The NMCG had
repeatedly directed the State
government to ensure that
there is no mining in the said
area but the government has
continued to allow mining in
the area, states the petitioner.

the Uttarakhand Right to
Service Commission. The
chief secretary (CS) of Uttarakhand, S S Sandhu administered the oath of office
to Manral on Tuesday. The
additional chief secretary,
Anand Bardhan and secretary Shailesh Bagauli were
present on the occasion. The
Uttarakhand Right to Service Commission was constituted in the year 2011 under
Uttarakhand Right to Service Act with a mandate to deliver
service
delivery
mechanisms in the State.
Former CS, S Ramaswamy is
the chief commissioner
while former director general of police Anil K Raturi is
the other commissioner of
the commission.

Singh said, “The nation has

completed 75 years of independence but the next 25
years are very important for
every citizen. In the coming
25 years, every Indian will
have to make effort with full
dedication towards making
India a world leader.”
Stating that Uttarakhand is
also a Veerbhumi which has a
vital role in nation building,
the governor said that all
should take inspiration from
the words of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as the coming
decade is going to be that of
Uttarakhand. Every resident

of Uttarakhand will have to
contribute to the development
of the State, he said. “Uttarakhand is very rich from the
spiritual and cultural aspects.
We will have to contribute towards its progress so that in
the coming decade Uttarakhand can become the best
State in India,” said the governor.
The first lady Gurmit Kaur
along with officials and staff of
the Raj Bhawan were also
among those present on the
occasion.

In-charge to be held
accountable for drugs
found in area, says DGP
PNS

DEHRADUN

T

he Director General of Police (DGP) Ashok Kumar
will conduct a monthly review
of three-tier Anti Narcotics
Task Force (ANTF) and action
will be taken against the police
in-charge concerned if the
state level task force catches
any illegal drugs in their respective areas. Kumar said this
during a one-day workshop
on Tuesday which was held to
sensitise police personnel of
all ranks towards drugs issues
across the state and to take effective action on the matter.
Kumar said that chief minister
Pushkar Singh Dhami has set

during the workshop, the
DGP said that drugs are
presently the biggest source of
terror funding across the
world so everyone must put
extra efforts to take action
against it as the police have social and constitutional responsibility. He said that respective
police station in-charges will
also be held accountable if the
state level task force seizes any
drugs in their area.

Law and Order) V Murugeshan also talked about the effective advocacy in the court
against the accused and bringing value in the investigations
through
evidence
to
strengthen the case. Some
senior officials also talked
about the shortcomings found
in various trials of the cases
related to Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic
Substances
(NDPS) Act.

He urged the police personnel to adopt a zero tolerance
policy towards drugs. He said
that enforcement, awareness
and rehabilitation must be

The officials informed that
since 2019, the police have recovered the narcotics worth
about Rs 62 crore and have
taken action against over

a target to make Uttarakhand
drugs free by 2025 and a
three-tier ANTF has already
been formed at the state, district and police station level to
achieve this goal. Addressing
police personnel in attendance

considered crucial and implemented effectively to save the
youth from substance abuse
and drugs.

6,000 accused. The police have
recovered drugs worth Rs 12
crore within the first six
months of this year while taking action against 794 accused, informed the officials.

The Additional Director
General of Police, (Crime,

Nainital district admin to set up air conditioned
units in Bhimtal for mushroom cultivation
PNS

he State government has
Tappointed
former Indian T
HC directs NMCG to reply in Administrative
Services
(IAS) officer Bhoopal Singh
PIL against mining in Ganga Manral as Commissioner of
PNS

The nation can never forget
the contributions of freedom
fighters and martyrs who
fought for the nation’s freedom. Governor lieutenant
general (retd) Gurmit Singh
said this after unfurling the
national flag at Raj Bhawan on
the occasion of Independence
Day on Monday. Speaking on
the occasion, the governor exhorted all the citizens to make
a resolve to contribute to the
nation’s prosperity and security.

DEHRADUN

he Nainital district administration will set up air
conditioned units and compost units in 10 villages of
Bhimtal block to provide the
suitable growing conditions
for mushroom cultivation in
the area. The administration is
planning to spend about Rs
two crore to provide necessary
facilities for the mushroom
cultivation in the block. Last
year, the administration developed two villages-Hedia and
Lweshal in Bhimtal as mushroom villages under National
Rural Livelihood Mission
(NRLM) and about 300 local
women and four village organisations (VOs) have been
involved in the cultivation
under several self-help groups
(SHGs). However, these
women have been facing certain challenges in cultivating
these mushrooms throughout
the year to make it a financially successful venture. The
chief development officer
(CDO) Sandeep Tiwari, who

initiated this programme, told The
Pioneer that usually a temperature
ranging from 14 to
24 degree Celsius
must be maintained for cultivation
of
mushrooms and
Bhimtal and the
nearby area have
suitable temperatures during winter. However, it
becomes a challenge to maintain
that environment
during
other
months of the year.
He said, “Such factors affect the production
of
mushrooms
as
well as bring down
the morale of
those locals who
are involved in the
cultivation.
In

order to tackle these
issues, we will set up
air conditioned units
in 10 villages to
maintain the suitable
temperature required
for the cultivation
throughout the year.
Since access to the
compost required for
mushroom cultivation is also an issue,
we will also establish
compost units across
the Bhimtal block.”
He said that the
administration has
already selected lands
in three villages to set
up the units. The administration
will
possibly spend about
Rs two crore to set up
these units and provide other necessary
facilities for mushroom
cultivation,
added Tiwari.
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pposition parties on
Tuesday hit out at Prime
O
Minister Narendra Modi over
the release of 11 people
convicted for rape and murder
in the Bilkis Bano case of the
2002 Gujarat riots within hours
of his praise for "Nari Shakti"
in his Independence Day
speech and said this is the "real
face" of New India under the
BJP.
The attack by the opposition parties came a day after the
BJP-led Gujarat Government
released the convicts, serving
life imprisonment for the gang

rape of a pregnant Bilkis Bano
and murder of seven of her
family, under its remission policy. The convicts, who were also
charged with killing the pregnant Muslim woman's threeyear-old daughter, were welcomed with sweets and garlands outside the jail.
Congress spokesperson
Pawan Khera said Prime
Minister Modi should tell the
country if he himself believed
in his words when he spoke
about the safety, respect and
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he Samyukta Kisan
Morcha (SKM), an
T
umbrella organisation of over
40 farm unions, on Tuesday,
opposed the upcoming meeting of the committee on
Minimum Support Price
(MSP) next week, calling the
panel a “farce” and said nothing conclusive will come out of
the talks. The first meeting of
the MSP committee’s first
meeting is likely to be held on
August 22 to discuss future
strategies.
SKM leader Hannan
Mollah rejected the government's suggestion and said
that the farm organisation is
deciding on the future course
of action. "We have already
rejected the panel and we have
clearly said that we will not be
participating in the talks. So
there is no question of participating in the upcoming meeting,” Mollah said.
“The government has
inducted some so-called
farmer leaders in the panel
who didn't have anything to do
with our agitation against the
three farm laws at the Delhi
borders," he said. "We will
decide on the further course of
action and decide how we will
hold demonstrations against
the farm laws," he added.
Darshan Pal, another farmer
leader, said that the farm
organisation will decide the
future course of action after a
75-hour protest in UP's
Lakhimpur against the 2021

violence case. "We are not
lending any support to the
anti-farmer panel. Our protest
is going on as the Centre is
reneging on its promises made
last year.
"We are also demanding
the withdrawal of cases registered against farmers during
the anti-farm laws protest last
year, compensation to the families of farmers who lost their
lives during the stir," Pal said.
The committee on MSP is
scheduled to hold its first
meeting on August 22 to discuss future strategies. Sources
in the Ministry of Agriculture
said that the meeting is likely
to be held at 10.30 am at the
National Agriculture Science
Complex (NASC) in the
national capital.
In the first meeting,
sources said committee will
introduce members, deliberate
on "future strategies" and discuss setting up sub-panels to
cover wide issues mentioned in
terms of reference. The government is persuading SKM to
take part in proceedings of
committee.
It needs to be seen if it will
change its mind and nominate
three representatives, as is
required under the deal.
The committee, headed
by former agriculture secretary
Sanjay Agrawal, was constituted on July 18 to “promote
zero budget based farming,” to
change crop patterns keeping
in mind the changing needs of
the country, and to make MSP
more “effective and transparent.”

empowerment of women.
"The BJP Government in
Gujarat released 11 convicts in
the Bilkis Bano gang rape case.
This decision brings out the
BJP Government's mindset," he
said at AICC Press briefing.
The party also referred to
the Kathua and Unnao cases
and said it embarrasses everyone in politics when officebearers and supporters of a
national political party are seen
taking out a rally in favour of
rapists on the streets.

he potential geopolitical
fault line in the maritime
T
domain in East Asia could be
"graver" than what is being witnessed, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh said on Tuesday,
amid escalating tensions in the
Taiwan Strait.
In a virtual address at the
Moscow Conference on
International Security, Singh
also strongly pitched for reform
of the United Nations (UN),
saying the global body may progressively lose its effectiveness
without democratisation in its
decision-making.
The defence minister said
the refusal of major powers to
change UN institutions in tune
with time ignores the emerging
geo-political realities and economic and technological
progress that has happened
since 1945. "Global security in
the framework of multilateralism requires abiding by the
UN charter and principles of
international law, which act as
a bulwark against anarchy, instability and higher chances of conflict," Singh said.
He observed that the UN
can deliver effective solutions
only if it gives a voice to the
entire world rather than "zealously guarding the status quo".
"Conflicts could seriously
jeopardise political and economic stability and development efforts. For example, the
potential geopolitical fault line
in the maritime domain —particularly in East Asia —could be
graver than what we are witnessing today," Singh said.

The maritime zones in East Asia
have been witnessing rising
unease largely because of
China's aggressive military posturing.
The Chinese military has
been carrying out large-scale
military drills around the
Taiwan Strait following US
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's
recent visit to Taipei.
"As a nation central to the
Indian Ocean, India is committed to a free, open, secure
and inclusive Indo-Pacific
region that promotes sustainable
maritime trade and economic
practices, resilient infrastructure
and adherence to global legal
order," Singh said.
He said India's resolution of
maritime border issues with
neighbours as per international law and its focus on regional maritime cooperation in the
Indian Ocean bear testimony to
the value that India places on
multilateralism.
"Multilaterally or through
partnership with willing nations,
India will continue contributing
to a positive and constructive
agenda that seeks to address
contemporary global priorities," Singh said. The defence
minister said India's active participation in the Shanghai

spokesperson Saket Gokhale
said Bilkis Bano was "raped in
the 2002 Gujarat pogrom and
her entire family was murdered
and buried in a mass grave".
All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen (AIMIM) chief
Asaduddin Owaisi also targeted Prime Minister Modi
over their release.
In his Independence Day
speech, Modi had asked
Indians to take a pledge not to
do anything that lowers dignity of women, Owaisi said.
"He said something about
supporting 'Nari Shakti'.
Gujarat BJP Govt released
criminals convicted of gang
rape on the same day. The message is clear," Owaisi tweeted.
Bahujan Samaj Party MP
Danish Ali also referred to
Prime Minister's remarks and
said release of 11 convicts has
exposed huge gap between
words and the spirit of justice.
"The world is watching but
who cares in 'New India'?" he
tweeted.
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he Delhi High Court on
Tuesday questioned why
T
restaurants should recover ser-

he Centre on Tuesday told
the Supreme Court there is
T
no merit in the plea alleging

vice charges from consumers as
an “additional” and “separate
levy." A bench headed by
Chief Justice Satish Chandra
Sharma
and
Justice
Subramonium
Prasad
remarked that a common man
perceives service charge as a
Government levy and restaurants can increase their food
prices to absorb this charge
instead of recovering it in the
form of an additional charge
over and above the total bill.
The High Court was hearing an appeal by the Centre
against a single judge's order
staying its guidelines prohibiting hotels and restaurants from
levying service charges automatically on food bills. The
next hearing is scheduled on
August 18.
Counsel appearing for
one of the restaurant associations said that the service
charge was not a government
levy and it was for the benefit
of the restaurant employees and
was not a substitute for “tips”.
“You increase the salary. We

increasing attacks on Christians
in India and the petitioner has
"resorted to falsehood and selfserving documents" along with
press reports which have misreported such incidents.
The Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) in an affidavit
said that as per the inputs it has
received, a majority of the incidents cited by the petitioner as
attack on Christians were
wrongfully projected in news
reports.
The petition was filed by a
Christian priest Rev. Peter
Machado and others seeking to
implement guidelines issued
by the Supreme Court in 2018
on hate crime cases.
"The petitioners claimed
to have based petition on
information gathered through
sources like press reports (The
Wire, The Scroll, Hindustan
Times, Dainik Bhaskar, etc.),
“independent” online databases and from findings of various
non-profit organisations. It is
submitted that enquiries reveal
that a majority of incidents
alleged as Christian persecution
in these reports were either false
or wrongfully projected," the
affidavit said. In some cases,
incidents of purely criminal
nature and arising out of personal issues, are categorised.
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"Yesterday, from the ramparts of the Red Fort, the
Prime Minister spoke big
things about women's safety,
women's power, women's
respect. A few hours later
Gujarat government released
those behind rape.
We also saw that convicts
in rape who were released are
being honoured. Is this Amrit
Mahotsav," Khera said.
Shiv Sena leader and a
Rajya Sabha member Priyanka
Chaturvedi reminded the fact
that guidelines on prisoner
release stipulates that rape convicted aren’t eligible for remission. “nari Shakti. Not,” she
tweeted while taking a swipe on
Modi’s Independence Day
speech.
While CPI(M) also strongly condemned the release of the
convicts, saying "this is the real
face of New India — convicted killers and rapists released"
and activist Teesta Setalvad
"who fought for justice was
jailed", Trinamool Congress

Cooperation Organization
(SCO) is manifest of one such
priority in pursuit of peace, stability and prosperity in Eurasia,
of which India is an "inalienable
part".
"A faith in global
conventions and regulations
and a multilateral, dispassionate
approach overcoming isolation,
unilateralism and temptation of
temporary gains, can usher us
into an era of genuine multilateralism," he said.
The defence minister noted
that the UN has given a platform for global progress in a
number of areas, but clearly
there is a "crisis of confidence"
today in the UN system.
"While the UN has
addressed most of these issues
somewhat partially and intermittently, our collective effort
has nonetheless fallen short in
providing effective and enduring solutions, particularly due to
the infirmities within the multilateral system," he said.
"Several contemporary
global challenges have come to
the fore such as terrorism, radicalism, climate change, growing asymmetric threats, disruptive role of non-state actors
and the intensifying geopolitical competition, all of which call
for a robust multilateral
response," he added.
Singh said this "worrying
shortcoming" of UN system is
manifestation of its structural
inadequacy. "Without comprehensive reforms of UN structure
and without democratisation in
decision-making, the UN might
progressively lose its effectiveness and relevance," he
observed.
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will hear you,” stated the court
which observed that the levy of
service charge was “very much
connected with consumers”
and not just the employees of
the restaurant. “That (service
charge as a Government levy)
is what a common man perceives. Increase your food price.
No problem. Because you are
entitled to fix a rate for your
food but don't levy it separately,” the court told the restaurant
associations.
Additional Solicitor
General Chetan Sharma,
appearing for the Government,
said that while the service
charge is in the nature of a tip,
the impression given to consumers is as if it is a governmental levy or a governmental
tax.
“The consumers face
embarrassment when they
don't pay or they are asked to
pay. That is the reason hundreds of complaints were
received,” he said, adding that
the single judge order on the
ground that it was passed in
violation of principles of natural justice.
In the appeal by the Centre
as well as Central Consumer
Protection Authority, the appellants said that the guidelines,
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he National Health
Authority (NHA) on
T
Tuesday announced that funds
will be allocated to States and
Union Territories for implementation of Ayushman Bharat
Digital Mission (ABDM) based
on their performance in registering healthcare professionals
and health facilities.
The funds will be allocated on their performance in
recording data in the Health
Facility Registry (HFR) and
Healthcare Professionals
Registry (HPR), which it said,
were the key pillars of ABDM.
This performance-based
fund allocation will help in
structured implementation of
ABDM at the state and UT
level, with verified entries
strengthening the key national registries being built under
the scheme, an NHA statement
said.
According to NHA's earlier guidelines, C500 crores had
been demarcated for setting up
of ABDM offices at state and
UT level over a period of five
years (FY 2021-22 to FY 202526). Twenty percent of these
funds, — C100 crores were
earmarked as incentive-based
funds, the statement said.
Taking this thought further, the NHA decided to
extend the current fund allo-

cation based on the performance of respective states and
UTs in terms of number of
entities (healthcare professionals like doctors, nurses etc
and health facilities like hospitals, clinics) that they register
and verify within a stipulated
period, the statement said.
The population of Health
Facility Registry (HFR) and
Healthcare Professionals
Registry (HPR) is crucial to
achieve the intended objective
of ABDM.
In accordance, the NHA
has defined parameters for
fund allocation as C100 for each
verified entries in HFR and
HPR till December 31, 2022,
C50 for each verified entries in
HFR and HPR between
January 1, 2023 till March 31,
2023, the statement said.
No funds will be allocated
for entries verified in HFR
and HPR after March 31, 2023
and states and UTs are at liberty to use these funds for
deploying human resources
full time or part time for
ABDM, the statement said.
Also, to further promote
the digital health ecosystem,
the NHA will recognise the best

0[[TVTS8B8B\T\QTabT]cc^
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New Delhi: A special NIA
court on Tuesday remanded
Mohsin Ahmad, an alleged
active member of Islamist terror group ISIS, to judicial custody for 30 days.
A student of Delhi's Jamia
Millia Islamia, Ahmad was
arrested on August 6 for being
an active member of the terror
group and for collecting funds
from sympathisers in India
and overseas. He was produced before the court on
Tuesday at the end of his NIA
remand following which he was
sent to judicial custody.
Following his arrest earlier this
month, the NIA said that
Ahmad, 22, was sending the
collected funds to Syria and
other places via cryptocurrency. Originally hailing from

Patna, Ahmad was living in the
Batla House area of the national capital and was a second-year
student of electrical engineering at Jamia.
The "radicalised" individual Mohsin Ahmad, hailing
from Patna, was collecting
funds for the global terror
group and was arrested during
searches here in connection
with the ISIS module case, the
NIA had said after his arrest.
His arrest followed after the
NIA searched his residential
premises here. Before his arrest,
he was residing at F- 18/27,
Japani Gali, Jogabai Extension,
Batla house, New Delhi and is
a permanent resident of New
colony, ITI women, Digha,
Dinapur cum Khagaul, Patna,
Bihar.
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day after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi praised
A
the armed forces for opting for
self-reliance in defence manufacturing, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh on Tuesday
handed over indigenouslydeveloped equipment and systems to the Indian Army here.
State-of-the art high mobility Infantry Protected Vehicles
and Assault Boats were virtually handed over by Rajnath
enabling the troops deployed
along the Ladakh border to
respond to any challenge in a
befitting manner.
The Landing Craft
Assault(LCA)can carry 30
troopers and is now deployed
at the Pangong Tso(lake)in
Ladakh. The lake saw the first
face-off in 2020 between India
and China snowballing into

tension at several points on the
Line of Actual Control(LAC).
At present, the boats operating
in the lake have limited capabilities. The LCA is much more
versatile and has overcome the
limitations of launch, speed and
capacity. It has enhanced the
capability to operate across the
water obstacles in Eastern
Ladakh. LCA has been indigenously developed by Aquarius
Shipyard Limited, Goa.
The other systems handed
over to the army include Future
Infantry Soldier as a System (FINSAS)like AK-203 assault
rifles, new generation antipersonnel mine ‘Nipun’, rugged
and automatic communication
system with enhanced capabilities, upgraded sights system
for tanks and advanced thermal
imagers. The equipment and
systems have been jointly
developed by Indian Army in
collaboration with Defence

Public Sector Undertakings,
Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO) and the industry, in
line with the Prime Minister
vision to modernise the Armed
Forces,
under
the
‘Aatmanirbharta Bharat
Abhiyan’. Rajnath exuded confidence that the equipment
and systems will enhance the
operational preparedness of
the Indian Army and increase
their efficiency.
The weapons given to the
Army include modern state of
art AK-203 assault rifle along
with day and night holographic and reflex sights. The sights
are mounted on the weapon
and also on helmet to enable a
360-degree visibility and accuracy in operational conditions.
In addition to the primary
weapon system, the soldiers
will also be kitted with multimode hand grenade which has

also been procured indigenously along with multi-purpose knife. The second sub system is protection system. This
gives protection through a specially designed helmet and a
bullet proof jacket. The third
sub system consists of communication and surveillance
system. This F-INSAS system
is capable of further upgradation by incorporating real time
data connectivity.
As regards anti-personnel
mine Nipun, for a long time,
the Indian Army has been
using vintage NMM 14 mines.
With the efforts of Armament
Research and Development
Establishment, Pune and the
Indian industry, a new Indian
mine named ‘Nipun’ has been
developed. It will enhance the
protection provided to the
troops on borders. The mine is
more potent and effective than
existing anti-personnel mine.

>Z_RaaVR]de`afS]ZTe`
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New Delhi: Education Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan on
Tuesday appealed to the public
to participate in a citizen survey
being conducted by NCERT
for development of a new
National
Curriculum
Framework (NCF) for school
education. NCF serves as a
guideline for designing syllabus
and textbooks and for teaching
practices in the country.
There are a total 10 questions in the digital survey with
each of them having five options.
The queries include how to
make education futuristic and
skill oriented and improve the
dignity of teachers in country.
The minister said that "development of a vibrant, dynamic,
inclusive and futuristic National
Curriculum Framework is
essential for integrating cultural-rootedness along with glob5^a\Ta?aX\T<X]XbcTa0cP[1XWPaXEPY_PhTTbSPdVWcTa=P\XcPP]SWTaWdbQP]S
al outlook, freeing education
AP]YP]1WPccPRWPahP_PhcaXQdcTc^WX\^]WXbSTPcWP]]XeTabPahPcBPSPXe0cP[X]
from the colonial hangover and
=Tf3T[WX^]CdTbSPh
A0=90=38<A8k?8>=44A instilling a deeper sense of pride

in our next generations". "I
appeal to all citizens to participate in Citizen Survey for NCF
for developing #NayeBharatKa
NayaCurriculum. A dynamic
National
Curriculum
Framework in line with the
NEP 2020 will play a major role
in achieving the goal of Viksit
Bharat," Pradhan said in a series
of tweets.
The Digital Survey for
National Curriculum (DiSaNC)
is being conducted by education
ministry and National Council
of Education and Research
Training (NCERT) as part of
public consultation process for
formulation of NCF.
The other questions in survey are pertaining to people's
opinion on values that need to
be imbibed in children in course
of school education, languages
they should learn from class 1
onwards and parents' envision of
teachers' role in holistic development of children.
PNS

performing states, union territories, districts, health facilities
and integrators under its flagship scheme Ayushman Bharat
Digital Mission.
Since its nationwide
launch in September 2021,
Ayushman Bharat Digital
Mission (ABDM) has achieved
significant growth with over 23
crore ABHA numbers (earlier
known as Health ID), 1.14
Lakh health facilities registered in the Health Facility
Registry (HFR), an official
from the NHA said.
Besides, 33 thousand
healthcare professionals have
been registered under the
Healthcare Professionals
Registry (HPR), 6.6 lakh
ABHA apps have been downloaded and 3.4 Lakh health
records have been linked to
ABHA of individuals, he said.
"With more individuals,
healthcare professionals like
doctors, nurses, paramedics
and health facilities like hospitals, nursing homes, wellness
centres, clinics, diagnostic labs,
pharmacies joining ABDM,
digitisation of health records at
their point of creation is now
possible," the official said.
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n a second major drug haul
in less than a fortnight, the
Anti-Narcotics Cell (ANC)
personnel of the Mumbai
Police's crime branch have
busted a synthetic drug factory at Ankleshwar in adjoining
south Gujarat and seized 513
kg of Mephedrone worth
Rs.1,026 crore and arrested
one person, as part of investigations into an ongoing case,
In the development that
came 12 days after they seized
more than 700 kg of
Mephedrone worth Rs 1,400
crore from a drug manufacturing unit at Nalasopara in
Palghar district, the officials
from Worli ANC unit raided a
synthetic drug factory in
Ankleshwar town of Gujarat
and seized 513 kg of
Mephedrone worth Rs.1,026
crore.
The police also seized 812
kg of white powder and 397 kgs
of chemicals used to prepare
the narcotic drugs from the
raided factory at Ankleshwar.

I

The factor y that the
Mumbai police raided is situated in the GIDC complex at
Panoli in Ankleshwar town.
The police identified as
the arrested person as the
owner of the drug unit, Giriraj
Dixit, who holds a master's
degree in Chemistry,
With the latest arrest, the
total number of arrests made in
the ongoing investigations into
what is said to be part of an
international drug trafficking
racket.
Of the arrested persons,
there are six men and one
woman. Among them, there
are a couple of qualified
chemists allegedly carrying out

the mixtures of various chemicals to manufacture the final
drugs.
Of the seven arrested persons, five are currently in judicial custody, while the remaining are in police custody.
Acting on a tip-off received
from their counterparts at
Worli in March this year following the arrest of a drug peddler from Govandi in northeast Mumbai, the ANC officials
had on August 3, 2022 raided
a drug manufacturing unit
located at Nalasopara and
recovered Mephedrone worth
Rs 1,400 crore. The seized contraband was meant for distribution among drug peddlers
in Mumbai and its neighbouring areas.
Mephedrone (MD), also
known as M-cat, Meow Meow
or White Magic, is a synthetic
stimulant
drug
of
Amphetamine class psychoactive characteristics and usually used at rave parties. This
party drug is a psychotropic
substance banned under the
Narcotic
Drugs
and
Psychotropic Substances

(NDPS) Act.
The latest drug haul at
Ankleshwar and also the one
made on August 3 are the the
biggest drug hauls made by the
city police in recent times. The
massive drug seizures are a
consequence of earlier raids
during which 3.26 kg of
Mephedrone worth Rs 4.51
crorefrom three persons arrested in two separate operations
carried on March 29 this year.
Incidentally, the main
accused arrested from
Nalasopara on August 3 is a
post-graduate in organic chemistry and used his knowledge to
manufacture synthetic drugs.
The modus operandi used by
the main accused was to manufacture the drug in the
Nalasopara unit and sell it in
the open market through his
agents and drug peddlers.
The main accused used to
sell the drug in bulk quantities
weighing more than a minimum of 20 to 25 kg of banned
substance. “The accused used
social media platforms, calling
apps for drug peddling and
supply,” s senior official said.
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dying declaration can be the sole basis
for recording a conviction and a
court is required to examine whether it is
true and reliable, the Supreme Court said
on Tuesday.
The top court also said that a court
should also examine whether the dying
declaration has been given when the
deceased was physically and mentally fit
to make the declaration and was not under
any tutoring or duress.
In case there are multiple dying declarations and there are inconsistencies
between them, the dying declaration
recorded by the higher officer like a
Magistrate can be relied upon, it said.
The apex court, however, said this is
with the condition that there is no circumstance giving rise to any suspicion
about its truthfulness.
A bench of Justices B R Gavai and P
S Narasimha made the observations while

A

acquitting a man convicted under Section
304-B (dowry death) of the Indian Penal
Code.
The top court was hearing an appeal
filed by a man challenging an order of the
Punjab and Haryana High Court which
reduced his sentence awarded from 10
years to seven years but concurred with the
judgement and order of conviction by the
trial court in offence punishable under
Section 304B of the IPC.
In the instant case, the deceased had
given two dying declarations. In the first
one, the woman had said that she consumed a poisonous medicine by mistake.
While in the second dying declaration,

the deceased said that her husband, as well
as his parents, administered the poisonous
substance to her.
The top court said in the present case,
it was faced with two dying declarations,
which are totally inconsistent and contradictory to each other.
It noted that the second declaration
was recorded without there being examined by a doctor concerning the fitness of
the deceased to make the statement.
The apex court said the father and sister of the deceased were present in the hospital at the time of the second dying declaration.
"The possibility of the second dying
declaration being given after tutoring by
her relatives cannot, therefore, be ruled
out," the bench said.
"We, therefore, find that in the facts
and circumstances of the present case, the
first dying declaration will have to be considered to be more reliable and trustworthy as against the second one.
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fter the arrest of
A
Trinamool C ongress
strongman and party national executive member
Anubrata Mondal on cattle
smuggling charges, the
C entral
Bureau
of
Investigation is focusing on
the properties owned by his
daughter Sukanya Mondal
and at least 15 others including police officials and politicians close to the arrested
TMC leader.
According to sources
Mondal has properties worth
several hundred crores in
Kolkata and other parts of
Bengal. "Very recently the
CBI has discovered at least six
plots in Birbhum and three
appartments at New Town in
Kolkata ... This apart from
petrol pumps, rice mills stone
queries," said sources.
The senior leader known
for spreading terror to win
elections, has been named in
several places in a supplementary chargesheet filed by
the CBI in a designated cort

amil Nadu's ruling DMK
has filed a petition in the
T
Supreme Court in the ongoing
case about freebies, contending
that the scope of a "freebie" is
very wide and "there are a lot
of aspects which need to be
considered". The court is hearing a petition that has challenged the promise of freebies
at election time, contending
that this practice can bring
financial ruin on a State. So far,
Arvind Kejriwal's Aam Aadmi
Party, has challenged the stance
of the petition, which was
filed by the BJP's Ashwini
Upadhyay.
In its petition Chief
Minister MK Stalin's DMK
argued that only a welfare

scheme introduced by a State
Government cannot be judged
to be classified as a freebie.
"The ruling Government at the
Union giving tax holidays to
foreign companies, waiver of
bad loans of influential industrialists, granting crucial contracts to favoured conglomerates etc. also have to be considered and cannot be left
untouched," the petition read.
"This Hon'ble Court cannot have a restrictive approach
for classifying any scheme or
act by the Union/State
Legislature to be a 'freebie'
without considering the magnitude of resultant consequences and social welfare at
both micro and macro level,"
the DMK contended.
Earlier, the AAP told the

SC that targeting and regulating electoral speeches will
amount to “nothing more than
a wild-goose chase” if the concerns are over fiscal deficit due
to the promises of freebies
made during polls by political
parties. The top court, which
is mulling setting up an expert
panel to brainstorm the issue
of freebies announced during
elections, was told by the AAP
that the curb on electoral
speeches, without legislative
backing, would be violative of
the fundamental right of freedom of speech and expression
and the proposed committee
may not “encompass the regulation, let alone prohibition,
of certain types of electoral
speech.”
“Such a restriction or pro-
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he Indian Olympic Association on
Tuesday said it will discuss in detail
T
the Delhi High Court's directive to put
the country's apex sports body under a
three-member
C ommittee
of
Administrators before arriving at a decision to approach the Supreme Court.
The IOA officials are expected to
meet on Wednesday.
The Delhi High Court directed the
setting up of a three-member CoA to
take over the affairs of the IOA, saying
its "persistent recalcitrance" to comply
with the Sports Code made it imperative
that its affairs be put in the hands of the
committee.
"The IOA members will discuss the
High Court judgement in detail and will
decide whether to go for an appeal in the
Supreme Court," IOA secretary general
Rejeev Mehta said.
The CoA comprises former Supreme
Court judge Justice Anil R Dave, former
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aving lost power in Bihar,
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah and BJP president
JP Nadda on Tuesday held a
meeting with the party's State
unit leaders here at the party's
headquarters to discuss,
among other issues, the selection of a new Bihar BJP chief
in place of Sanjay Jaiswal.
According to sources ,
the core committee meeting,
the first after the split with the
erstwhile ally JD(U), also
deliberated on the naming the
leader of Opposition in the
Assembly and Legislative
Council.
Nadda and Shah chaired
the meeting wherein party's
general secretary (organisation) B L Santhosh was also
present.
Union Ministers Ashwini
Choubey, Giriraj Singh and
Nityanand Rai, and the party's
senior leaders Ravi Shankar
Prasad and Sushil Modi – all
of whom are from Bihar –

H

attended the meeting.
The current BJP's Bihar
unit president Sanjay Jaiswal,
former deputy chief ministers
Tarkishore Prasad and Renu
Devi, and former minister in
the state government
Shahnawaz Hussain were present in the meeting.
The long-drawn discussion which commenced in the
evening flagged the issues
which the state leadership
should be taking up as the
main opposition party in the
assembly and outside it to
pin-down the RJD-JDU-ledcoalition in the state and
play-up the themes of 'return
of Jungle raj', and 'oppottunism' and 'betrayal' by the
JDU.
It sought the state BJP
leaders to completely "redefine" its role in the run up to
the Lok Sabha polls.
The party leadership also
deliberated upon the BJP's
future course of action and
the strategy for the 2024 Lok
Sabha polls in Bihar which
has 40 Lok Sabha seats. In

2019,the BJP- JDU combine
had swept the Lok Sabha
polls winning 39 of the 40
seats.
Besides considering new
state chief , several new
organisational changes upto
the booth levels also came up
for discussion in the meeting.
The huddle of the top
central and state leades comes
a day Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar expanded his twomember cabinet, which, till
now, included Deputy Chief
Minister Tejashwi Yadav
besides him. Thirty-one ministers took oath with the RJD
getting a lion's share.
Before the meeting, the
BJP’s national media coincharge Sanjay Mayukh said
the meeting aims to firm up
the party’s strategy in the
state in taking on the JDURJD government which he
termed “disjointed". “It’s
Jungle Raj 2.0 in Bihar. As far
as the BJP is concerned we
will raise our voice and take
the issues of people from the
road to Assembly", he said.

Chief Election Commissioner Dr S Y
Quraishi, and former Secretary of
Ministry of External Affairs Vikas
Swarup. The court directed the executive committee of IOA to forthwith
hand over the charge to the newly
appointed committee and said that the
members of the CoA will be assisted by
three eminent sportspersons, namely,
Olympic medallist shooter Abhinav
Bindra, former long jumper Anju Bobby

he CBI has questioned
AICC General Secretary,
T
KC Venugopal, in a sexual

present proceedings (in the
PIL), targeting and regulating
electoral speech will amount to
nothing more than a wildgoose chase,” it said.
The AAP said the electoral
promises while serving an
important democratic function, are completely inappropriate proxies for regulating
actual fiscal outgo.

George, and archer Bombayla Devi
Laishram.
The development comes on a day
when the All India Football Federation
(AIFF) was banned by the sport's world
body FIFA for "third party interference".
In December 2012, the IOA was suspended by the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) for more than a year
due to the presence of tainted officials
and government interference.
Following the latest development,
another IOC ban looms large over the
IOA.
Last month only the IOC had threatened to suspend the IOA if it fails to conduct its elections at the earliest.
The IOA elections were due in
December last year but could not be held
as per schedule due to amendments in
the Constitution.
The IOC had urged the IOA to convene a meeting of its General Assembly
and confirm the date of its elections
without any delay.
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hibition, executively or judicially imposed, would amount
to a curtailment of the freedom
of speech guaranteed under
Article 19(1)(a) without the
backing of legislative sanction,” the party has said in its
additional submissions.
“Further, if concerns over
fiscal deficit and responsibility are indeed the point of the

on Tuesday started ‘Khela
Hobe’ rallies through out the
State protesting the BJP
Government' alleged partisan ways.
The TMC workers burnt
effigies of Suvendu Adhikari
on Khela Hobe Diwas on
Tuesday demanding his arrest
for his alleged involvement in
Narada and Sharada chit fund
scams. "If the ED, CBI arrest
TMC leaders why will they
spare
Khela Hobe (game is on)
f irst coined by Mondal
allegedly suggesting physical
attacks on the Opposition
before last year's Assembly
elections --- that saw TMC
roaring back to power --had become an instant hit in
2021.
Meanwhile, the Left leadership on Tuesday said that
more ministers would come
in the ED net thanks to a PIL
on disproportionate asset
brought in the High Court.
The matter is scheduled to be
heard early next month. The
Court has asked the petitioners to make ED a party to the
case.
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in Asansol. The CBI
chargesheet was filled after
the interrogation of a number
of his associates including a
police constable and his former security staff Saigal
Hussein who too has amassed
property worth tens of crores,
agency sources said.
"Most of these properties
were acquired between 2011
and 2020 ... Out of the cow
smuggling money ... In this
one Md Latif a marble trader
had a big hand ... He was the
link man between Saigal
Hussein the security officer of
Anubrata Mondal and
Enamul Haq," the jailed mastermind of cattle smuggling
sources said.
Call record details show

that Haq and Hussein had
mobile calls as many as 16
times in a matter of a few
days. Though Mondal has
denied having knowledge of
these calls investigators say all
conversations took place
between him and Haq
through Hussen's phone.
Sources also said that
Mondal used to get Rs 24 cr
a year as protection money for
managing the police administration on which he had
enormous control by dint of
his being the TMC district
president.
While Mondal has denied
all the allegations the CBI is
now "trying to get him from
reverse... That is he has been
asked to explain the source of
his fortune earned after TMC
came to power ... Before this
he was a small trader," sources
said.
Meanwhile, after Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
decided to go on the offensive
saying she firmly stood by
Mondal — a stance she would
not take in the case of her
arrested Cabinet colleague
Partha Chatterjee — the TMC

assault case filed by the accused
in the solar scam.
The senior Congress leader
was questioned at the agency
office here, sources said.
Venugopal allegedly sexually assaulted the woman at
Rose House, the official residence of former Minister AP
Anilkumar.
The alleged assault took
place when the complainant
reached Anilkumar's residence
seeking favour in a tourismrelated project. The complainant had reportedly hand-

ed over digital evidence to the
investigators to buttress her
case.
The state Crime Branch
probed the case initially before
the CBI took over the investigation during the previous
LDF regime.
The Congress had then
dubbed it a 'politically motivated' move claiming the CPMled State government could
not find anything against its
leaders.
In May, a CBI team visited
the Cliff House, the official residence of Kerala's Chief
Minister, for gathering evidence in the allegation against
former Chief Minister
Oommen Chandy.

The complainant had also
alleged that Chandy had
harassed her at the Cliff House
in September, 2012.
The Crime Branch had
registered six FIRs accusing
Venugopal, Chandy, Hibi Eden,
Adoor Prakash and BJP leader
A P Abdulla Kutty in the case.
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n effigy of the Vice
Chancellor of AMU was
A
burnt when he refused to meet
BJP Minority Morcha National
President Jamal Siddiqui, who
came to take out the Tricolour
yatra in Muslim areas of the
city under the 'Har Ghar
Tiranga' campaign. It is alleged
that they had gone to present
the Tricolour to him, but the
Vice-Chancellor refused to
meet. In the evening, BJP workers burnt an effigy of the ViceChancellor, accusing him of
insulting the Tricolour, in
protest against the incident
which was circulated on social
media.
It happened that Jamal
Siddiqui, the national president
of the Minority Front, reached
Aligarh in the morning. He
took out a Tricolour yatra in the
Muslim areas of the old city
along with BJP metropolitan
president Vivek Saraswat,
Minority Front President

Imran Saifi etc. Earlier, he had
sought time on his behalf to
meet the AMU V-C in writing.
After the yatra, he reached
AMU and sent information to
meet Vice Chancellor Prof.
Tariq Mansoor. He told that
they want to present the tricolor under the tricolor campaign to every household. It is
alleged that he did not give
time to meet and due to this the
national president and other
local officials returned. The
incident caught on social media
following which the workers
led by BJP Metropolitan
Minister Sanju Bajaj burnt the
effigy of the Vice-Chancellor at
Baradwari intersection.
During this, Sanju Bajaj
alleged that the ViceChancellor refused to meet
saying that there is no time for
extravagant work. This is a sign
of his anti-national policy.
Raising anti-VC slogans here,
BJP workers asked the Vice
Chancellor to apologize to the
country.
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7KHDUULYDORID&KLQHVHVS\VKLSLQ6UL/DQNDLVSDUWRI
LWVDQWL,QGLDDFWLYLWLHVEXW-DLVKDQNDUGRZQSOD\VLW

<

XDQ:DQJDWUDFNLQJDQGVDWHOOLWHVXSSRUWYHVVHOUHDFKLQJ6UL/DQND·V
+DPEDQWRWDSRUWVKRXOGQRWVXUSULVHDQ\RQH,QGLDKDGREMHFWHGWRVXFK
DVKLSLQLWVSUR[LPLW\EXWLIVRPHRQHWKRXJKWWKDWVXFKREMHFWLRQVZRXOG
VHQVLWLVHWKH&KLQHVH&RPPXQLVW3DUW\WRRXUFRQFHUQVWKH\ZHUHOLYLQJLQD
IRRO·VSDUDGLVH2QWKHIDFHRILWWKHUHLVQRWKLQJLOOHJDODERXWWKHWULSIRULWLV
WRDSRUWWKDWWKH&KLQHVHRZQDQGLWLVLQDFRXQWU\WKDWLVVRYHUHLJQ,WFDQEH
DUJXHGWKDWLI6UL/DQNDLVRND\ZLWKWKHWULSZHFDQ·WRSSRVHLW%XWZHFDQ
EHFDXVHLWLVDKRVWLOHYHVVHOZLWKFDSDELOLWLHVZKLFKDUHLQLPLFDOWRRXULQWHU
HVWV([SHUWRSLQLRQLVWKDW<XDQ:DQJDWWKH+DPEDQWRWDSRUWZKLFKLVVWUDWH
JLFDOO\ORFDWHGLQWKH,QGLDQ2FHDQFDQVHULRXVO\FRPSURPLVHRXUPLVVLOHDQG
VDWHOOLWHSURJUDPPHV7KDWLVWKHLQWHQWLRQWKLVVHHPVWREHSDUWRIWKHHQFLU
FOHPHQWRI,QGLD7KHH[HUFLVHLVDOVRLQWXQHZLWKWKHPXOWLSURQJHGDFWLRQE\
&KLQDWRHPHUJHDVDDQGWKHQWKHJOREDOKHJH
PRQ,WEHOLHYHVWKDWWKHZRUOGVKRXOGEHJLQDGDSW
LQJLWVHOIWRWKHHPHUJLQJUHDOLW\VRRQ6DWXUGD\
LWDVNHG,QGLDWRUHLWHUDWHLWVVXSSRUWIRUWKH2QH
&KLQD3ROLF\DJDLQVWWKHEDFNGURSRIWKHFULVLVLQ
WKH7DLZDQ6WUDLWZKLFKZDVWULJJHUHGE\86+RXVH
RI 5HSUHVHQWDWLYHV 6SHDNHU 3HORVL·V WULS WR
7DLZDQ 7KDW LV 1HZ 'HOKL VKRXOG DVVXDJH
%HLMLQJ·VEUXLVHGVHQVLWLYLWLHVEXWH[SHFWQRUHF
LSURFDWLRQ+HQFHWKHDUULYDORI<XDQ:DQJ
7KHDUULYDODOVRXQGHUOLQHVWKHLQFRPSHWHQFHRI
RXUIRUHLJQRIILFHLIZHFRXOGQ·WSUHVVXUH&RORPER
HYHQDWWKLVSRLQWRIWLPHLQWKHZDNHRIELOOLRQV
RIGROODUVRIDLGWRWKHFULVLVKLWQDWLRQWRGRVRPHWKLQJWKDWVXLWVXVWKHQZHZLOO
QHYHUEHDEOHWRWKDWLQIXWXUH7KH0LQLVWU\RI([WHUQDO$IIDLUV·LQFRPSHWHQFHVHHPV
PRQXPHQWDOZKHQYLHZHGDJDLQVWWKHEDFNGURSRIWKHUHVLVWDQFHWKDW<XDQ:DQJ
IDFHGIURPVHYHUDO6UL/DQNDQSROLWLFLDQV6UL/DQND·V7DPLO3URJUHVVLYH$OOLDQFH
OHDGHUDQG&RORPER·V0HPEHURI3DUOLDPHQW0DQR*DQHVDQVDLGLQDVWDWHPHQW
WKHFRPLQJRIWKH&KLQHVHVS\YHVVHOWR/DQNDQZDWHUVZDV´VLPSO\ZURQJµ+H
ZHQWRQWRKLJKOLJKW,QGLD·VFRQFHUQVSRLQWLQJRXWWKDW,QGLDLVWKHFRXQWU\ZKLFK
KDV´SURYLGHGQHDUELOOLRQWRXVLQRXUWLPHRIFULVLVµ7REHIDLUWRWKH6UL/DQND
*RYHUQPHQW LW GLG UHTXHVW &KLQD WR GHIHU WKH DUULYDO RI <XDQ :DQJ  DW WKH
+DPEDQWRWDSRUW´XQWLOIXUWKHUFRQVXOWDWLRQVµRQWKHPDWWHU,QW\SLFDOGLSORPDWHVH
([WHUQDO$IIDLUV0LQLVWHU6-DLVKDQNDUGRZQSOD\HGWKHLQFLGHQW,QDQLQWHUYLHZWR
DQHZVSDSHUKHVDLG´:HQHHGWRWDNHFDUHRIRXUQDWLRQDOLQWHUHVWVEXWFDQ·W
FODLPH[FOXVLYLW\LQWKHUHJLRQ7RVD\WKDWWKLV>WKHSHUPLVVLRQWRDOORZWKH&KLQHVH
YHVVHOWRGRFNDWWKH6UL/DQNDQSRUW@LVDIODVKSRLQWEHWZHHQ,QGLDDQG&KLQDZRXOG
EHLQDSSURSULDWHµ$QHFKRRIWKHLQIDPRXVVWDWHPHQWE\1HKUX´1RWDEODGHRI
JUDVVJURZVWKHUH«µ"
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f the five pledges that
Prime Minister Modi
set out for the country
in his ninth Independence Day address to the nation,
two stood out particularly, for
their relative newness. The rest
of the speech was on expected
lines – his customary denunciation of corruption and the corrupt, nepotism, dynasticism and
calls for development, selfreliance, pride in our legacy,
unity, and cooperation, and
equality for all across ethnic,
regional, and religious diversities. As always, there were subtle nuances that hinted at things
to come. But before that, the two
standout points.
First, he alluded to the hundreds of years of servitude and
dependence, Ghulami, that has
distorted our mentality and
emphasised forcefully that the
last vestiges thereof must be
removed from the recesses of our
minds. India no longer needed,
he said, certificates of validation
from the world. It was a bold,
unvarnished statement, one that
no previous Indian PM had
articulated, more so on such an
occasion and venue. It was as if,
the soul of a nation long suppressed was finding utterance, to
borrow Nehru’s mellifluous
phrase, in Modi’s compelling
oratory. With the spare, somber
ramparts of the Red Fort in the
background and the forgettable,
poignant medieval past of the
country that it evokes in a majority of Indians, the moment was
rich in historical irony.
It was testimony to India’s
newfound confidence and the
Narendra Modi government’s
resolute will to not play to the
gallery, both foreign and domestic. It is this single-minded pursuit of India’s national interest,
oblivious to international bouquets or internal brickbats that
have enabled the revocation of
article 370, as also our balanced, nonpartisan approach to
the Ukraine-Russia conflict. No
more is India prepared to cave
into international pressure as it
did in July 1972 when it signed
the Shimla agreement without
settling the Kashmir dispute

O

even when our Army had
brought Pakistan to its knees
and 93,000 POWs were barricaded in our cantonments.
Secondly, the PM was
categorical that everyone,
including Chief ministers and
even the Prime Minister himself, must follow the duties of
citizenship. That his focus
was on politicians is borne
out by his mentioning “CMs
and PM” to illustrate his
point. This has wide ramifications for the Indian polity.
Thus, it cautions the politician to be honest and lawabiding; to keep national
interests paramount instead
of compromising them in
the pursuit of short-term
electoral gains; to avoid the
Revadi or freebies culture
that he had spoken of recently and that had drawn adverse
comments from the Supreme
Court also; to rein in the
hubris that makes for a wanton disregard of propriety,
probity, and ethics in public
life. It was a statesman’s
admonition to a delinquent
lot known more for financial
scams, mafia links, criminal
background, nativist demagoguery, casteist manipulation, nepotism, and dynastic
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entitlement. The common
man must have been touched
to the core, tired and weary
as he is of the shenanigans of
the political brats.
These two pledges apart,
he exhorted the states towards
healthy, cooperative, and
competitive federalism, a far
cry from some leaders playing off one against the other.
His call against nepotism
included fields other than
politics – sports, for instance;
his stress on meritocracy was
refreshing in a country long
riven by caste-based reservations in education and jobs.
He paid homage to the leading lights of our freedom
struggle cutting across party
and ideological lines including, interalia, Nehru, JP, and
Lohia. He repeatedly spoke of
“my 130 crore countrymen”,
“unity and integration”, “collective conscience”, “no one
mine, no one other” and
India’s diversity is its biggest
asset. Clearly, no group is left
out in Modi’s scheme for
India 2047. For a leader who
was branded “India’s Dividerin-Chief ” in a hallowed international magazine not so
long ago, his unifying personality and speech were telling
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7KH3ULPH0LQLVWHURQFHDJDLQWRRNDMLEHDWWKH*DQGKLVZLWK
SDULZDDUYDDG%XWLVWKHUHDSDUW\IUHHIURPLWWKH%-3LQFOXGHG
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KH3ULPH0LQLVWHURQFHDJDLQIURPWKHUDPSDUWVRI5HG)RUWUHPLQGHGWKH
QDWLRQWRURRWRXWG\QDVW\DQGFRORQLDOPLQGVHW7KH¶SDULZDUYDDG·ZKLFK
WKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUKDVWDONHGDERXWVHYHUDOWLPHVLQKLVVSHHFKHVRQFHDJDLQ
ILJXUHGLQKLVVSHHFKRQWKHWK,QGHSHQGHQFH'D\,WZDVLQGHHGDEULOOLDQWVSHHFK
WKDWKLWDOOWKHULJKWQRWHVIURPFRUUXSWLRQWRQHSRWLVPDQGGRLQJDZD\ZLWKWKH
FRORQLDOPLQGVHW:KLOHRWKHUPHVVDJHVZHUHORXGDQGFOHDUIRUWKHSHRSOHKLV
PHQWLRQLQJRIWKHG\QDVW\LQKLVVSHHFKZDVLQGHHGDYHLOHGDWWDFNRQWKH1HKUX
*DQGKL IDPLO\ 7KH 5HG )RUW VSHHFK FRQYHQWLRQDOO\ KDV EHHQ DERXW ZKDW WKH
*RYHUQPHQWKDVGRQHDQGSODQVWRGRIRUWKHEHWWHUPHQWRIWKHSHRSOH7KHSROLWL
FDOPHVVDJHVKDYHQRWEHHQSDUWRILWDQGDWWDFNLQJWKHRSSRQHQWVIURPWKHUDP
SDUWVRI5HG)RUWGRHVQRWDXJXUZHOOIRUDKHDOWK\GHPRFUDF\)RUDWWDFNLQJWKH
2SSRVLWLRQWKHUHDUHQXPHURXVSODWIRUPVDYDLODEOH
WRWKH3ULPH0LQLVWHULQFOXGLQJ3DUOLDPHQW%XWVLQFH
WKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUFKRVHWRVSHDNDERXWLWWKHUHDF
WLRQDOVRFDPHIURPWKH2SSRVLWLRQVXUSULVLQJO\QRW
IURPWKH&RQJUHVV 5DKXO*DQGKLUHIXVHGWRFRP
PHQWRQLW EXWIURP$DP$DGPL3DUW\
0DQLVK6LVRGLDZDVTXLFNWRUHWRUWDQGUHPLQG
WKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUDERXWKLVGHIDXOWHUIULHQGV0DQLVK
6LVRGLDGLGQRWPLQFHZRUGVLQVD\LQJLI¶SDULZDU
YDDG·LVEDGVRLV¶GRVWYDDG·6LVRGLDZDVFDWHJRU
LFDOLQSRLQWLQJRXWKRZWKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUZDYHG
RIIPLOOLRQVRIORDQVKLVIULHQGVRZHGWR,QGLDQEDQNV
¶'RVWYDDG·LVWKHQHZZRUGFRLQHGE\KLP.HMULZDO
DOVRLQVLVWHGWKDWORDQVDQGWD[HVWRWKHWXQHRICODNKFURUHRIFRUSRUDWHIULHQGV
DUHEHLQJZULWWHQRII$VWKH\VD\ZHFKRRVHRXUIULHQGVZKLOHIDPLO\FKRRVHVXV
:HGRQ·WOLYHLQDSHUIHFWZRUOG'\QDVW\DQGQHSRWLVPLVEDGIRUGHPRFUDF\LWLV
WKHZD\WKLQJVDUHLQ,QGLDDQGRXWVLGH7KH.HQQHG\VDQG%XVKIDPLO\LQ$PHULFD
<DGDYVDQG5HGG\VLQ,QGLDDUHDFDVHLQSRLQW(YHQQXPHURXVLQVWDQFHVRI¶SDUL
ZDDUYDDG·FDQEHFLWHGLQWKH%-3LWVHOI3L\XVK*RHO$QXUDJ7KDNXU3DUYHVK9HUPD
ZRXOGKDYHDYHU\GLIIHUHQWWDNH1RPDWWHUKRZKDUG\RXWU\EXWVWLOO\RXFDQQRW
ZLQHOHFWLRQVLQ,QGLDRQPHULWFDVWHDQGUHOLJLRQRIWHQDUHDEHWWHUEHWLQHOHFWLRQV
PHULW$WWKHHQGRIWKHGD\ZKDWPDWWHUVLVKRZGHPRFUDWLFDSHUVRQLVDQGKRZ
PXFKKHFDUHVIRUWKHSHRSOHZKRYRWHIRUKLP'HVSRWVOLNH+LWOHU0XVVROLQLDQG
6WDOLQGLGQRWKDYHDOLQHDJH7KH\ZHUHQ·WGHPRFUDWLFHLWKHU
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Sir — The occupation of Afghanistan by
the Taliban with Lightning speed triggered
a political and humanitarian crisis. The
Taliban made soothing statements about
not victimizing women so long as their
lifestyle is within the purview of Sharia Law
inter alia men’s slaves. They regard the
Sharia as Divine Law but most are unaware
it’s a document imposed by Khalifas for
selfish reasons replacing the Holy Quran.
The Quran decrees no earthly punishment for blasphemy or apostasy, nor does
it anywhere command stoning for any
crime, condone female circumcision, or
support banning art and music. It does not
endorse treating women as inferior or preventing them from going for higher education and even joining any profession.
Taliban’s misinterpretation of Sharia has
become a synonym with a draconian and
inhuman Islamic legal system. Even after
one year of rule, the Taliban remains
brutely subtle.
Seetharam B | Telangana
<?>7B?14D?´45F5<?@549>491
Sir — It refers to " India, a developed
nation". It is good to have an ambitious target to become a developed nation in the
next 25 years. But there is a huge gulf that
is to be bridged in this span of time. While
India's per capita income is around $ 2000
while our neighbour China has $ 8700.
Though the Prime Minister has outlined
five pledges which need to be abided by one
and all in letter and spirit but for that to
happen a drastic shift in mindset is
required. This pandemic has exposed the
vulnerabilities of a developed nation like
the USA, so we Indians must take pride in
being Indian. It is not to suggest that we
should not become a developed nation but
we need to be mindful of our trajectory.
Besides that, there is a huge disparity
between rich and poor and men and
women which needs to be bridged systematically. And gradually we will have to
reduce our dependence on imported items
and start manufacturing them in India.
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Though we attract a lot of medical tourism,
in terms of Doctor to the Patient ratio we
lack far behind WHO norms, so we need
to seriously overhaul our healthcare infrastructure along with the education sector.
Bal Govind | Noida
E>G?B;12<5=1BB9175C
Sir — The Kerala High Court has held that
the preservation of unworkable marriage
causes great misery. The Court has
observed that nothing is gained by trying
to keep the parties tied forever to a marriage that in fact has ceased to exist. If the
married couples cannot function as a
cohesive unit, the dissolution of marriage
becomes inevitable. Love and adjustability in married life should come from within and be spontaneous. Likewise, courts
cannot make stubborn couples mentally
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unite. Break-up in the marriage occurs
more due to the lack of adjustability of a
married girl with her in-laws, perpetration of the cruelty by in-laws and husband
on the woman, greed for dowry, illicit relationships, etc. Courts must dispose of
cases expeditiously when there is a unanimous decision between the husband
and wife to avoid uncertainty in the future.
The judgment of the Kerala High Court
has come in the case 13 years after the
marriage was consummated. It would have
an adverse effect when both are hell-bent
on securing a divorce. In any case, delayed
disposal of cases is no better though it has
both merits and demerits.
KV Seetharamaiah | Bengaluru

reminders to the audience of
the actual contrary reality.
As in previous years, the
PM mixed freely and joyfully with children from all
regions who responded spontaneously with “pure delight
on their faces” as one TV
commentator put it. Folk
artists, from different states,
broke into their traditional
dances rapturously when
Modi reached them through
the throng. The enthusiastic
hoisting of the tricolor at Lal
Chowk, Srinagar by a motley
bunch of different ethnic and
religious backgrounds was a
welcome surprise. It was
Modi’s favourite slogan –
sabka saath, sab ka vishwaas
or everyone’s support, everyone’s trust– writ large on the
TV screen. India, it seemed,
was truly on its way.
Blurb:the PM was categorical that everyone, including Chief ministers and even
the Prime Minister himself,
must follow the duties of citizenship
(The writer, a former
banker, has turned in his
mellow years to columnwriting out of his love for
nonviolence, social harmony
and universal brotherhood.)
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U$QDQGZRUNVIRUDFRPSDQ\DQGWRUHGXFHKLVLQFRPHWD[
OLDELOLW\ KH ZDQWHG WR LQYHVW LQ WKH (TXLW\ /LQNHG 6DYLQJV
6FKHPH (/66 ,QVWHDGRILQYHVWLQJWKURXJKD0XWXDO)XQG
DGYLVRUKHGLGKLVRZQJURXQGZRUNEDVHGRQWKHUDWLQJVDYDLODEOH
'XULQJWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKLV\HDUKHLQYHVWHGLQ$[LV/RQJ7HUP
(TXLW\)XQG * DQG'637D[VDYHUIXQG * DVWKHVHKDGILYHVWDU
UDWLQJVIURPDUHSXWHGILQDQFLDOQHZVSDSHUUHVHDUFKWHDP%XWWRKLV
VXUSULVHQRZKHKDVIRXQGRXWWKDWWKHVDPHUHVHDUFKWHDPKDVQRZ
UHDVVLJQHGWKUHHVWDUUDWLQJWR$[LV/RQJ7HUP(TXLW\)XQG * DQG
IRXUVWDUUDWLQJWR'637D[VDYHUIXQG
$VWKHVFKHPHVKDYHDORFNLQSHULRGRIWKUHH\HDUVWKHUHLVQR
ZD\WKDWKHFDQFKDQJHKLVLQYHVWPHQW(YHU\PXWXDOIXQGFRPHVLQ
WZRYHUVLRQV²GLUHFWYHUVLRQDQGUHJXODUYHUVLRQ2QHRIWKHNH\GLV
WLQFWLRQVEHWZHHQWKHPLVWKDWUHJXODUPXWXDOIXQGVKDYHDGLVWULEX
WLRQFRPPLVVLRQXQOLNHGLUHFWPXWXDOIXQGV7KLVPDNHVWKHH[SHQVH
UDWLRKLJKHUIRUUHJXODUIXQGV+HQFHWKHUHWXUQWRWKHLQYHVWRURQGLUHFW
LQYHVWPHQWPD\EHPRUH

*HQHUDOO\PDQ\LQYHVWRUVJRE\WKHUDWLQJSURYLGHGWRGLIIHUHQW
PXWXDOIXQGVFKHPHVDQGLQYHVWXQGHUGLUHFWVFKHPHV:KLOHPDN
LQJLQYHVWPHQWXQGHUGLUHFWHTXLW\LWLVSRVVLEOHIRUDQ\LQGLYLGXDOWR
GHSHQGRQWKHIXQGDPHQWDOIDFWRUVRIWKHFRPSDQ\DQGDOVRWHFKQL
FDODQDO\VLVDYDLODEOHDQGRQHFDQVHOHFWWKHFRPSDQ\EDVHGRQULVN
SHUFHSWLRQDQGUHWXUQH[SHFWDWLRQ%XWFRPLQJWRPXWXDOIXQGVFKHPHV
WKRXJKEURDGLQYHVWPHQWSKLORVRSK\DQGEHQFKPDUNLQJDUHDYDLODEOH
WKHUHLVQRGHILQLWHZD\WRNQRZWKHFRQWRXURILQYHVWPHQWLQIXWXUH
+HQFHLQGLYLGXDOLQYHVWRUVGHSHQGRQWKHUDWLQJVSURYLGHGE\GLI
IHUHQWUDWLQJDJHQFLHV)URPWKHSDVWH[SHULHQFHLWVHHPVWKDWRQH
FDQ·WGHFLGHVROHO\EDVHGRQWKHUDWLQJVDYDLODEOH
5DWLQJ RUJDQLVDWLRQV OLNH &5,6,/ ,&5$ &$5( DQG 9DOXH
5HVHDUFKJHQHUDOO\SURYLGHUDWLQJVIRUPXWXDOIXQGVFKHPHVLQ,QGLD
7KHUHDUHEXVLQHVVQHZVSDSHUVOLNHWKH+LQGX%XVLQHVV/LQHZKLFK
SURYLGHWKHLURZQUDWLQJVEDVHGRQWKHLULQKRXVHUHVHDUFK
5DWLQJPHWKRGRORJ\0XWXDOIXQGVDUHUDWHGPRVWO\RQWKHSHU
IRUPDQFHRIWKHIXQGVRYHUGLIIHUHQWSHULRGV7KHUDWLQJVDOVRWDNH
LQWRDFFRXQWWKHIXQGDPHQWDOVRIWKHIXQGKRXVHVDVVHWDOORFDWLRQ
RIDVFKHPHWKHH[SHULHQFHDQGFUHGHQWLDOVRIDIXQGPDQDJHUUHWXUQV
EDVHGRQLQIODWLRQEHVLGHVVHYHUDORWKHUSDUDPHWHUV
)RUH[DPSOH&5,6,/FRQVLGHUVWKHIROORZLQJLQLWVUDQNLQJPHWKRG
RORJ\3RUWIROLR&RQFHQWUDWLRQ$QDO\VLV/LTXLGLW\$QDO\VLV0HDQ5HWXUQ
DQG9RODWLOLW\$FWLYH5HWXUQV WKHDFWLYHUHWXUQVDUHWKHSHUFHQWDJHRI
ORVVRUSURILWVPDGHE\DQLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLRDVDUHVXOWRIDFWLYH
LQYHVWPHQWGHFLVLRQVE\WKHIXQGPDQDJHU 
6FDOHVRIRQHWRILYHVWDUVDUHGHFLGHGRQWKHEDVLVRISHUFHQWLOH
LQZKLFKWKHIXQGVDUHSODFHGLQWKHRUGHU*HQHUDOO\ILYHVWDULVDVVLJQHG
WRWRSSHUFHQWIXQGVDQGWKHERWWRPSHUFHQWLVJLYHQRQH
VWDUUDWLQJ
$Q\LQYHVWPHQWVKRXOGEHEDVHGRQRQH·VULVNEHDULQJFDSDFLW\
+LJKHUWKHULVNKLJKHUZLOOEHWKHSRWHQWLDOUHWXUQRQLQYHVWPHQW,Q
WXUQPXWXDOIXQGVFKHPHVFDQKDYHGLIIHUHQWLQYHVWPHQWSKLORVRSKLHV
DQGGLIIHUHQWDVVHWDOORFDWLRQEDVHGRQWKHLQYHVWRUV·ULVNSHUFHSWLRQ
DQGUHWXUQH[SHFWDWLRQ
$VWKHPXWXDOIXQGLQYHVWPHQWVSUHDGVWRGLIIHUHQWVWRFNVDQG
GHEWLQVWUXPHQWVWKHUHLVQRHDV\ZD\WRSUHGLFWIXWXUHSHUIRUPDQFH
5DWLQJLVQRWDQLPSHGLPHQWIRUDQ\IXQGWRSHUIRUPDQGLWLVDOZD\V
SRVVLEOHWKDWSRRUUDWHGIXQGVPD\SHUIRUPEHWWHU
+RZHYHUDSRRUUDWLQJPD\GLVWXUEWKHPRELOLVDWLRQIRUDSDUWLF
XODU0XWXDOIXQGVFKHPHDQGLQGLUHFWO\DIIHFWLWVZRUNLQJDVWKHPXWX
DOIXQGVFKHPHPD\QRWKDYHWKHDGYDQWDJHRIVL]HRILQYHVWPHQW
DQGGLYHUVLILFDWLRQ
7KHDXWKRULVDILQDQFLDODQDO\VW

elson Mandela has rightly said
that “education is the most powerful weapon we can use to
change the world”. It is a stairway
to the growth and development of
humankind. The right to education must
be universal so that everyone can pursue
prospects of a better future. However, the
right to education is not only the right to
access education. It’s also about receiving
a quality education.
Quality education is of paramount
importance in today's complex and fastchanging environment. It fosters the knowledge, skills and values required to create a
fairer and more sustainable world.
According to ‘Education International and
the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development’, quality education “is one that focuses on the child's overall development - social, emotional, mental, physical and cognitive, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status or
geographic location”. Its goal is to prepare
students for the challenges they are likely
to face later in their lives.
We now realize that education alone will
not lead to a sustainable future, therefore,
learning about sustainable development
(SD) is necessary. Target 4.7 in the 2030
Agenda for SD emphasizes the importance
of transformative education that promotes
global citizenship, sustainable development, human rights, gender equality, peace
and cultural diversity.
The Brundtland Report coined the term
“Sustainable Development” and defined it
as "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their needs”.
It is a holistic approach and is often
depicted as three overlapping circles: ecological, social and economic. It demonstrates the interplay of all parts of life and
the need for their equal consideration to
find lasting prosperity. But we generally
have a unidirectional approach towards sustainability based on our predisposition, for
example from an ecological, economic or
social viewpoint, which often results in
trade-offs.
The interconnected nature of the challenges the world faces today cannot be
understood in isolation. For instance,
every year, climate change like extreme
weather events and rising sea levels force
millions of people to flee their homes. This
results in climate refugees and a rise in
poverty. As climate change and poverty are
inextricably linked, one cannot be solved
without addressing the other.
To comprehend basic principles of ecology, one must think holistically about relationships, connectedness and context to
realize the intricate interdependence and
often unpredictable dynamics of ecological, social, and economic systems. This shift
of focus from analytical thinking (parts) to
contextual thinking (whole) is a prerequisite for building a more resilient world,
ensuring systemic decision and policy
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(The author is a retired
IFS officer.)

making. It is regarded as a critical
ability in education, as it enables students to untangle and work within
the complexities of life on Earth.
Integration of education for
sustainable development (ESD) into
teaching and learning can help in
the realization of quality education,
which is critical to fulfilling many
of the sustainable development
goals (SDGs) such as breaking the
cycle of poverty, reducing inequalities, achieving gender equality and
improving agricultural productivity. It is also essential for addressing
other key issues, including wasteful
consumption, biodiversity conservation, natural resource use, climate
change, energy, freshwater, health,
sanitation and waste management.
ESD is an interdisciplinary field
that integrates concepts from multiple disciplines to understand how
natural and man-made processes
interact with each other and ultimately affect the various biomes on
the planet. Its goal is to discover
novel and sustainable ways of living
and managing natural resources to
protect vital ecological systems and
enhance long-term prospects for
human prosperity.
Adopting a wide range of participatory methodologies in education, such as problem-based and
project-based learning are essential
to change the behaviours and equip
the current and future generations
with the knowledge and skills they
need to shape a sustainable future.
These methodologies will allow
them to develop problem-solving,
interdisciplinary and systemic
thinking skills, which will help
them learn 'how to think' rather
than 'what to think' within the context of sustainability.
Our sustainable future requires
societies and countries to work

together, hence, it advocates the use
of collaborative learning at all stages
of education. In collaborative learning, students in small groups work
together on a common goal to seek
understanding and solutions. It
fulfills the primary purpose of education – nurturing responsible citizens who can work together to
solve complex ecological, social
and economic issues.
Thus, working on collaborative
learning projects at an early age can
boost confidence and help in developing critical thinking, positive
interdependence, diverse understanding along with various other
social skills such as leadership,
decision-making, communication,
trust-building, conflict management and a sense of ownership.
Educational institutions also
need to partner with multiple
stakeholders and various other
sectors such as economics, environment, etc., to take up co-learning.
It will facilitate students to engage
with real-life issues and gain the
practical knowledge and skills
needed to build long-term sustainable solutions.
Conventionally, ESD has been
considered a separate component
within the educational systems.
However, over the past few years,
it has been argued that it should be
integrated into mainstream disciplines at all levels, settings, and
types (informal, formal, non-formal) of education. This requires a
systemic change in all kinds of
textbooks, including science, math,
social sciences, humanities, etc. It
also requires significant reforms in
the educational system, including
strengthening curricula, cognitive and non-cognitive elements,
transforming learning environments, establishing diverse part-

nerships, providing teacher training, creating local learning opportunities, and implementing innovative pedagogies.
Teaching ESD requires knowledge of several disciplines that is
generally beyond teachers' expertise.
Therefore, re-organisation of teacher
education is crucial to re-organising the study environment. It also
entails research and development to
identify best practices of pedagogy.
Reforms of this magnitude, however, will not be possible without effective policies, operational frameworks, political will, financial assistance and stakeholders' cooperation.
National Education Policy 2020
is the first education policy of the
21st century, which aims to align the
education system with SDGs and
make education holistic, inclusive,
multidisciplinary, learner-centric,
inquiry-driven and experiential
which can transform India into a
vibrant knowledge-based society
and global knowledge superpower.
Our collective responsibility to
improve the quality of education is
essential for achieving the ambitions
of ‘Agenda 2030’ and ensuring continuity in the quality of human life.
Governments, teachers, educational institutions and stakeholders
have a vanguard role to play, along
with parents and students themselves. However, we stand now
where two roads diverge. But unlike
the roads in Robert Frost's familiar
poem, they are not equally fair. The
road we have long been traveling is
deceptively easy, a smooth superhighway on which we progress
with great speed, but at its end lies
disaster. The other fork of the road
- the one less traveled by - offers the
last and our only chance to reach a
destination that assures the preservation of the earth.
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ir pollution is harming
the health of around 1.3
billion people in the vulnerable areas of India where an
average particulate matter concentration was 73ug/m3, farexceeding the WHO’s standard
prescribed limit of 5μg/m ,
catalysing the levels of carbonization. India is witnessing
rapid rise of two-wheelers, representing about 76 per cent of
the total, which is over 210 million. Nearly 60,000 two-wheelers per day are being registered
in India, consuming 61 per
cent of total sale of petrol.
The two-wheelers account
for almost 20 per cent of the
total carbon dioxide emissions
and 30 per cent of the particulate emissions in urban areas.
The worst sufferers are the vulnerable sections of society such
as growing children, expectant-
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mothers, elderly people and
patients having lung problems.
The latest research studies
of Energy Policy Institute at the
University of Chicago observed
that “at the current pollution
levels about 510 million people
who live in northern India,
representing nearly 40 per cent
of India’s population, are ontrack to lose 7.6 years of their
lives on an average”.
However, by all out efforts
like two wheelers e-mobility and
gradual phasing out of ‘Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE)
based tail pipe emitters’ for
mitigating the pollution levels to
the WHO’s prescribed levels
would mean that an estimated
240 million people in the north
Indian state - Uttar Pradesh would gain about 10 years in
life-expectancy.
Two wheelers pollute more,

having cascading impact in
urban areas to an overall particulate matter concentration,
observed to be the highest in the
world.
On an average, each twowheeler enriches greenhouse
gases by adding around 300
gms/km of carbon dioxide,
besides (as per Bharat Stage-IV
standard prescribed limits
under standardized conditions)
remarkable quantities of pollutants like (1.50 gm/km) carbon
monoxide (known as silent
killer) and (1.50 gm/km)
hydrocarbons plus oxide of
nitrogen, etc.
These standard limits normally exceeded because of factors like driving in frequent traffic jams, road conditions, fuel
quality, local environmental
conditions, etc.
Assuming broadly, around

75 million two-wheelers, having
an average of about 250
km/month pacing on the road,
will collectively translate around
75m tonnes/year of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere,
entailing emission of dreaded
particulate matter.
The world’s fourth largest
energy hungry India (yet behind
China, US and the European
Union), will according to IEA’s
forecast will become the third
largest consumer, overlapping
European
Union
by
2030.Though indeed it is a
Herculean task to achieve the set
goal of IPCC by 2030, it is certainly not impossible.
Realizing impending threat
to economies, India’s vehicular
transportation scenario is set to
have a ‘sea change’ as the
Government’s think tank –
National Institute for

Transforming India – NITI
Aayog is chalking out a slew of
progressive set targets to mitigate and eliminate pollution by
pushing the ambitious plans of
electrifying two-wheelers and
gradually phasing out the sale of
‘ICE-based tail pipe emitters’.
The government’s well set
delineations with full support of
corporates will undergo a sea
change by 2030 with e-mobility as preferred mode of transport by having an ambitious
plan of electrifying around 80
per cent, say close to 54.4 million two-wheelers with ecofriendly alluring all segments of
e-two wheelers and setting up
gigantic chain of about 6Kcharging stations in the nook
and corner, will certainly enable
to get rid of routinely lining-up
at petrol pumps.
Currently, to fill the gasoline

tank of a bike of 11 litre, it costs
about Rs 1100. So, this means
that a e-two wheeler owner can
get a full charge for less than that
of the cost of one-litre of gasoline, with no tail-pipe emission,
no tormenting exhaust noise,
i.e., noise pollution, comparatively at much less maintenance
cost to govern mere 20-25 moving parts in the vehicle’s assembly in comparison to about
2000 parts in the ICV gasoline
based two-wheelers..
In the race of new technologies, India is not legging
behind and gradually unveiling
its plans on the befitting occasions for widespread application
of fuel-cell technology as ‘new
medium of energy’, replacing
fossil fuels in public and private
transport systems, railways,
power generation, data processing stations, etc.

It is high time not to miss
an opportunity to preserve
the environment and warrants
more initiatives with individual approach too. An earlier
census had reported that mere
30 per cent of the trips to work
are made on foot and 17 per
cent by bicycle. Besides the
government initiatives, here
the powerful media must
shoulder its responsibility to
play its more constructive role
for mitigating vehicular pollution in cities and make aware
the public about the grim picture of vehicular pollution in
the years to come. Spreading
the mission of greenery all
around and prefer trips to
work on foot in urban areas on
the lines of smartly populated
cities like Surat and Bangalore,
will bear fruits for morrowgenerations.
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hina on Tuesday announced sanctions on seven "die-hard" pro-independence Taiwanese politicians
and officials, including Taipei's representative to Washington, amid concerns
over the increasing visits by foreign dignitaries to the self-ruled island claimed
by Beijing.
The sanctions were announced by
Beijing following trips to the island by US
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi in early
August and a US Congressional delegation led by Democratic Senator Ed
Markey on Monday.
Also Last week, Lithuanian Deputy
Minister of
Transport and
Communications Agne Vaiciukeviciute
visited Taiwan. Lithuania is part of the
European Union.
China has already imposed sanctions
against Pelosi and Agne and held highintensity military drills in Taiwan Strait,
sparking fears of an armed conflict with
Taiwan, which China claims as part of its
mainland.
After Pelosi's visit, China is concerned that there will be a flurry of visits by top officials from the US and allied
countries to the self-ruled Island.
China announced sanctions against
seven Taiwanese government officials and
politicians, saying they pushed a proindependence agenda for the breakaway
island.
The Taiwan Affairs Office of the ruling Communist Party of China said on
Tuesday that those sanctioned and their
family members would not be allowed to
enter mainland China, Hong Kong or
Macau.

C

They will not be permitted to do
business with the Chinese mainland.
Their affiliated companies and financial
sponsors would not be allowed to gain
profits from the mainland, a spokesman
of the office was quoted by state-run
Xinhua news agency as saying.
The Taiwan Affairs Office would take
other necessary measures and those
sanctioned would be held accountable for
life," the spokesman said.
For a period of time, a small number of Taiwan independence die-hards
have tried their best to collude with external forces to carry out independence'
provocations, deliberately inciting crossstrait confrontation, and wantonly undermining the peace and stability of the
Taiwan Strait.
They performed extremely poorly
during Pelosi's trip to Taiwan, China's
Taiwan Affairs Office spokesperson said.
"The names of die-hard separatists
announced on Tuesday are only a part of
the list," the spokesperson said.
Among the seven people on the sanc-
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hina's envoy in Sri Lanka
on Tuesday played down
C
the controversy surrounding
the arrival of a high-tech
Chinese research ship at the
southern port of Hambantota,
calling such visits "very natural".
Chinese ballistic missile
and satellite tracking ship 'Yuan
Wang 5' arrived in the southern port of Hambantota at
8.20 am local time. It will be
docked there till August 22.
The ship was originally
scheduled to arrive at the port
on August 11 but it was delayed
in absence of permission by the
Sri Lankan authorities.
Sri Lanka had asked China
to defer the visit amid India's
concerns over it. On Saturday,
Colombo granted the port
access to the vessel from
August 16 to 22.
Sri Lanka said the security clearance was granted from
the Ministry of Defence for the
visit of the vessel for replenishment purposes during the
stipulated period.
Qi Zhenhong, China's
Ambassador to Sri Lanka, was
present at the port to welcome
the ship.
Several parliamentarians
from the breakaway group of
the ruling Sri Lanka Podujana
Peramuna party were also present.
“This kind of research ship
visiting Sri Lanka is very natural. In 2014 a similar ship
came here," Zhenhong told
reporters when asked about the
visit.
Asked about the Indian
concerns, the Ambassador said
“I don't know, you should ask
the Indian friends”.
The ship maintained a very
strict security operation with
no one being allowed on board.
The Sri Lankan decision to
postpone the visit caused much

controversy in the country as
the visit had been cleared in
mid-July.
Commenting on the ship's
arrival, the Cabinet spokesman
Bandula Gunawardena said
the issue was settled amicably.
”Relations with all countries are important to us,"
Gunawardena said.
The security and cooperation in the neighborhood are of
utmost priority in handling the
issue of the Chinese vessel
Wang Yang 5, the Foreign
Ministry here said in a statement.
India has traditionally
taken a stern view of Chinese
military vessels in the Indian
Ocean and has protested such
visits with Sri Lanka in the past.
The ties between India and
Sri Lanka had come under
strain after Colombo permitted
a Chinese nuclear-powered
submarine to dock in one of its
ports in 2014.
China is the main creditor
of Sri Lanka with investment in
infrastructure. Debt restructuring of Chinese loans would
be key to the island's success in
the ongoing talks with the
International Monetary Fund
for a bailout.
India on the other hand
has been Sri Lanka's lifeline in
the ongoing economic crisis.
India has been at the forefront of extending economic
assistance of nearly USD 4 billion to Sri Lanka during the
year as the island nation is
grappling with the worst economic crisis since independence in 1948.
India's concerns have been
focused on Hambantota port in
particular. In 2017, Colombo
leased the southern port to
China Merchant Port Holdings
for 99 years, after Sri Lanka was
unable to keep its loan repayment commitments, fanning
fears over the potential use of
the port for military purposes.

tion list, six are members of the independence-leaning
Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) of Taiwan.
They include Hsiao Bi-khim,
Taiwan's representative to the US and Ker
Chien-ming, the DPP caucus head of the
legislature.
Others included Wang Ting-yu, a
legislator who sits on the foreign relations
and defence committee, Wellington Koo,
secretary general of the island's National
Security Council, Tsai Chi-chang, vicespeaker of Taiwan's legislature, and Lin
Fei-fan, deputy secretary general of the
DPP.
The non-DPP member sanctioned is
Chen Jiau-hua, New Power Party legislator and chairwoman, Hong Kongbased South China Morning Post reported.
In December last, China announced
sanctions against Taiwanese Premier Su
Tseng-chang, Taiwan's legislature president You Si-kun and Taiwanese Foreign
Minister Joseph Wu.
The businesses related to them, as

well as their sponsors, are prohibited from
engaging in profit-making activities on
the mainland. Other punitive measures
will also be taken. They will be held to
lifelong accountability according to law,
the spokesperson said.
Sanctions are also imposed on the
president of the "Taiwan Foundation for
Democracy," and the secretary general of
the "International Cooperation and
Development Fund."
On Monday, China resorted to more
high-intensity military drills around
Taiwan to "safeguard national sovereignty" as Taiwan's president met with
members of a new US congressional delegation visiting the self-ruled island
claimed by Beijing, challenging its 'one
China' policy.
The US Congressional delegation led
by Massachusetts Democratic Senator
Markey arrived in Taipei on an unannounced two-day visit on Sunday, close
on the heels of Pelosi's visit on August 2,
the highest-level visit by US official in 25
years, which riled Beijing.

he US Justice Department
on Monday rebuffed efforts
to make public the affidavit
supporting the search warrant
for former President Donald
Trump's estate in Florida, saying
the investigation “implicates
highly classified material” and
the document contains sensitive
information about witnesses.
The government's opposition came in response to court
filings by several news organisations, including The Associated Press, seeking to unseal the
underlying affidavit the Justice
Department submitted when it
asked for the warrant to search
Trump's Mar-a-Lago estate earlier this month.
Trump, in a Truth Social
post early on Tuesday called for
the release of the un-redacted
affidavit in the interest of transparency.
The court filing — from
Juan Antonio Gonzalez, the US
attorney in Miami, and Jay
Bratt, a top Justice Department
national security official —
argues that making the affidavit
public would “cause significant
and irreparable damage to this
ongoing criminal investigation.”
The document, the prosecutors say, details “highly sensitive information about witnesses,” including people who have
been interviewed by the government, and contains confidential grand jury information.
The government told a federal magistrate judge that prosecutors believe some addition-

al records, including the cover
sheet for the warrant and the
government's request to seal
the documents, should now be
made public.
A property receipt unsealed
on Friday showed the FBI seized
11 sets of classified documents,
with some not only marked top
secret but also “sensitive compartmented information,” a special category meant to protect
the nation's most important
secrets that if revealed publicly
could cause “exceptionally grave”
damage to US interests.
The court records did not
provide specific details about
information the documents
might contain.
The Justice Department
acknowledged on Monday that
its ongoing criminal investigation “implicates highly classified
material.”
The search warrant, also
unsealed on Friday, said federal agents were investigating
potential violations of three different federal laws, including one
that governs gathering, transmitting or losing defence information under the Espionage

Act.
The other statutes address
the concealment, mutilation or
removal of records and the
destruction, alteration or falsification of records in federal
investigations.
The Mar-a-Lago search
warrant, carried out last on
Monday, was part of an ongoing
Justice Department investigation
into the discovery of classified
White House records recovered from Trump's home earlier this year.
The National Archives had
asked the department to investigate after saying 15 boxes of
records it retrieved from the
estate included classified records.
It remains unclear whether
the Justice Department moved
forward with the warrant simply as a means to retrieve the
records or as part of a wider
criminal investigation or an
attempt to prosecute the former
president.
Multiple federal laws govern
the handling of classified information, with both criminal and
civil penalties, as well as presidential records.
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resident Joe Biden will sign
P
Democrats' landmark climate
change and health care bill on Tuesday,
delivering what he has called the “final
piece” of his pared-down domestic
agenda, as he aims to boost his party's
standing with voters less than three
months before midterm elections.
The legislation includes the most
substantial federal investment in history
to fight climate change — some $375
billion over the decade — and would
cap prescription drug costs at $2,000
out-of-pocket annually for Medicare
recipients. It also would help an estimated 13 million Americans pay for
health care insurance by extending subsidies provided during the coronavirus
pandemic.
The measure is paid for by new
taxes on large companies and steppedup IRS enforcement of wealthy individuals and entities, with additional
funds going to reduce the federal
deficit.
The House on Friday approved the
measure on a party-line 220-207 vote.
It passed the Senate days earlier with

Vice President Kamala Harris breaking
a 50-50 tie in that chamber.
Biden is set to sign the bill during
a small ceremony in the State Dining
Room of the White House, sandwiched between his return from a sixday beachside vacation in South
Carolina and his departure for his home
in Wilmington, Delaware. He plans to
hold a larger “celebration” for the legislation on Sept. 6 once lawmakers
return to Washington.
The signing caps a spurt of legislative productivity for Biden and
Congress, who in three months have
approved legislation on veterans' benefits, the semiconductor industry and
gun checks for young buyers. The president and lawmakers have also
responded to Ukraine's invasion by
Russia and supported NATO membership for Sweden and Finland.
With Biden's approval rating lagging, Democrats are hoping that the
string of successes will jump-start their
chances of maintaining control in
Washington in the November
midterms. The 79-year-old president
aims to restore his own standing with
voters as he contemplates a reelection

bid.
The White House announced
Monday that it was going to deploy
Biden and members of his Cabinet on
a “Building a Better America Tour” to
promote the recent victories, though the
administration has yet to announce specific travel by the president.
“In the coming weeks, the President
will host a Cabinet meeting focused on
implementing the Inflation Reduction
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Act, will travel across the country to
highlight how the bill will help the
American people, and will host an event
to celebrate the enactment of the bill at
the White House on September 6th,”
the White House said in a statement.
Republicans say the legislation's
new business taxes will increase prices,
worsening the nation's bout with its
highest inflation since 1981. Though
Democrats have labeled the measure

the Inflation Reduction Act, nonpartisan analysts say it will have a barely perceptible impact on prices.
The measure is a slimmed-down
version of the more ambitious plan to
supercharge environment and social
programs that Biden and his party
unveiled early last year.
Biden's initial 10-year, $3.5 trillion
proposal also envisioned free prekindergarten, paid family and medical leave,
expanded Medicare benefits and eased
immigration restrictions. That crashed
after centrist Sen. Joe Manchin, DW.Va., said it was too costly, using the
leverage every Democrat has in the
evenly divided Senate.
Still, Biden and Democrats are hailing the legislation as a once-in-a-generation investment in addressing the
long-term effects of climate change, as
well as drought in the nation's West.
The bill will direct spending, tax
credits and loans to bolster technology like solar panels, consumer efforts
to improve home energy efficiency,
emission-reducing equipment for coaland gas-powered power plants, and air
pollution controls for farms, ports and
low-income communities.
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t least six persons — all
staff of a restaurant —
A
were killed when a fire broke
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ran said Tuesday it submitted a “written
response” to what has been described as a final
Iroadmap
to restore its tattered nuclear deal with
world powers.
Iran's state-run IRNA news agency offered
no details on the substance of its response, but
suggested that Tehran still wouldn't take the
European Union-mediated proposal, despite
warnings there would be no more negotiations.
“The differences are on three issues, in which
the United States has expressed its verbal flexibility in two cases, but it should be included in
the text,” the IRNA report said. “The third issue
is related to guaranteeing the continuation of (the
deal), which depends on the realism of the United
States.”
Tehran under hard-line President Ebrahim
Raisi has repeatedly tried to blame Washington
for the delay in reaching an accord. Monday was

reported to have been a deadline for Iran's
response.
There was no immediate acknowledgment
from the EU that Iran submitted its response. The
EU has been the go-between in the indirect talks.
From Washington, State Department
spokesman Ned Price said the U.S. Would share
its own response to the EU.
“We do agree, however, with (the EU's) fundamental point, and that is that what could be
negotiated has been negotiated,” Price said.
He added that Iran had been making “unacceptable demands” going beyond the text of the
2015 nuclear deal, which saw Iran drastically limit
its enrichment of uranium in exchange for the
lifting of economic sanctions.
“If Iran wants these sanctions lifted, they will
need to alter their underlying conduct," Price
said. "They will need to change the dangerous
activities that gave rise to these sanctions in the
first place.”

out at a restaurant and spread
to a plastic factory in the fourstorey building here in Bangladesh, officials said on Tuesday.
The firefighters on Monday
recovered six bodies from the
gutted building that housed a
plastic factory and a restaurant
in Old Dhaka's Chawkbazar
area, BDNews 24 quoted
Shahjahan Sikder, assistant
director of the fire service, as
saying.
The workers were sleeping
on the first floor after finishing
their night duty when the fire
broke out around 12 pm in the
restaurant area and later spread
to the plastic factory in the
building, Bazrul Rashid, deputy
assistant director of the Fire
Service, said.
"We found six bodies inside
the building," said Anwarul
Islam, a fire service official.
According to a Daily Star
Bangladesh report, all those
who died in the incident on
Monday were staff members of
Barisal Hotel and Restaurant
that occupied the ground floor
of the building.

alaysia's top court ordered
former Prime Minister
Najib Razak on Tuesday to
begin his final appeal in two
days after rejecting his request
that it throw out his graft conviction and 12-year sentence
over alleged judicial bias.
Najib has sought to introduce new evidence that would
spark a retrial on grounds that
the high court judge who convicted him may be biased due
to his previous job at a bank
that provided financial services to the 1Malaysia
Development Berhad state
fund.
1MDB was a development
fund Najib set up shortly after
taking power in 2009.
Investigators allege at least
USD 4.5 billion was stolen
from the fund and laundered
by Najib's associates. Najib was
found guilty of abuse of power,
criminal breach of trust and
money laundering for illegally
receiving USD 9.4 million from
SRC International, a former
unit of 1MDB.
The five-member Federal
Court bench unanimously dismissed Najib's request, agreeing with prosecutors that the
background of then-High
Court Judge Mohamad Nazlan
Mohamad Ghazali was public
knowledge. Nazlan is now a

judge in the Court of Appeals.
Chief Justice Maimun Tuan
Mat said the court couldn't find
any link between Nazlan's previous role at the bank and the
charges against Najib that could
lead to a real danger of bias.
She also said some of the
proposed additional evidence
the defense is seeking was
already available during trial
and in any case is irrelevant to
the charges.
“We are not convinced that
Justice Nazlan made his findings based on anything other
than the evidence on record,"
she said.
“To our mind, there is no
miscarriage of justice" since
Najib can include the allegation
in his final appeal to the top
court, she added.
Najib said after the hearing
that he was “shocked and bitterly disappointed.”
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ormer UN Secretar yGeneral Ban Ki-moon
called on the world Tuesday to
honour civilians who were
killed when Russian ground
forces tried to invade Ukraine's
capital and eventually retreated from the area surrounding
Kyiv.
Ban, a former South
Korean diplomat who served as
secretary-general between 2007
and 2016, visited Bucha, a city
northwest of the Ukrainian
capital where hundreds of civilians were found dead after the
Russian withdrawal in late
March.
“It's hard to express my
feelings. It's a horrendous
atrocity. It's a crime against
humanity and (those responsible) should be held account-
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he Ukrainian military has said that it
had repelled more than a dozen
Russian attacks in the country's east
and north, including attempts to advance on
key cities in the eastern industrial heartland
known as the Donbas.
In its regular Facebook update, the military's general staff said Russian troops had
attempted to push towards Kramatorsk, one
of two major cities in the eastern Donetsk
province that remain under Ukrainian
control, but “they failed completely and
chaotically retreated to their previous positions.”
In the same post, the military said
Russian forces had staged an unsuccessful
assault on Bakhmut, a strategic town in the
Donetsk region whose capture would pave
the way for Russia to take Kramatorsk and
the de facto Ukrainian administrative capital, Sloviansk.
The Donetsk region is one of two
provinces that make up the Donbas, where
the fighting has largely been focused in
recent months, since Kremlin forces retreated from around the capital, Kyiv.
Russian officials announced the full capture of the Luhansk region, the second of the
two, early last month, though its Ukrainian
governor has repeatedly claimed that Kyiv's
forces are holding out in a small area near
the regional boundary.
In the same update, the military claimed
that Russia had tried and failed to break
through Ukrainian defense lines in the
northern Kharkiv region, home to Ukraine's
second-largest city, but were “met harshly
and thrown back.”
Meanwhile, the Russian FSB, the KGB's
main successor agency, said that it had
thwarted a “sabotage and terrorist attack” on
an oil pipeline in Russia's southern
Volgograd region, which it blamed on two
Russian citizens colluding with Ukrainian
security forces.
The claims could not be immediately
verified.
Elsewhere, Russian and Ukrainian officials traded more accusations Monday
about renewed shelling of the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant, with each side alleging that the other was responsible for the
attacks that have raised fears of a catastrophe.

T

The press office of the Kremlin-backed
administration in Enerhodar, the Russiancontrolled city where the plant is located, told
the Interfax agency that Ukrainian forces
were carrying out “massive shelling” of the
facility, as well as Enerhodar's residential and
industrial areas.
According to the statement, the shelling
came from nearby Nikopol, a Ukrainianheld city which faces the plant across the
Dnieper River.
The mayor of Nikopol later said that
Russians were shelling Enerhodar themselves.
Mayor Yevhen Yevtushenko and other
municipal authorities in Nikopol have
repeatedly accused Russian troops stationed at the plant of shelling the city, knowing that Ukrainian forces there were unlikely to fire back.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy renewed his call for fresh sanctions against Moscow and its nuclear industry in response to the situation. He described
Russian forces' actions there as “nuclear
blackmail” that may embolden malign
actors worldwide.
As Russian forces kept up their artillery
barrages around Ukraine, at least three
Ukrainian civilians were killed and 20 others wounded, Ukrainian officials said.
The deaths and 13 of the wounded were

blamed on Russian shelling that hit towns
and villages in the Donetsk region, regional officials said.
In the country's second-largest city of
Kharkiv, seven civilians were wounded by
Russian shelling that hit residential buildings and an area near a bus stop. Kharkiv
Gov. Oleh Synyehubov said the wounded
included a 80-year-old woman.
Russian Defense Ministry spokesman
Lt. Gen. Igor Konashenkov said Monday that
Russian warplanes have struck Ukrainian
army positions in the southern Kherson
region and in the Donetsk region. He added
that the Russian air force also hit a facility
in the Kharkiv region, killing at least 100 and
wounding 50 “mercenaries” from Poland
and Germany. His claims could not be independently verified.
Speaking at the opening of an arms
show outside Moscow, Russian President
Vladimir Putin hailed the military, which
he said was "liberating the Donbas step by
step.”
He also vowed to expand arms sales to
Russian allies, whom he praised for continuing to offer firm support to Moscow in
the face of Western pressure.
For its part, the Ukrainian military
claimed to have destroyed more than 10
Russian warehouses with ammunition and
military.

ussian President Vladimir
Putin accused the United
R
States of trying to encourage
extended hostilities in Ukraine
as part of what he described
Tuesday as Washington's
alleged efforts to maintain its
global hegemony.
Addressing a security conference attended by military
officials from Africa,, Asia and
Latin America, Putin reaffirmed his long-held claim that
he sent troops into Ukraine in
response to Washington turning the country into an “antiRussia” bulwark.
“They need conflicts to
retain their hegemony,” Putin
charged. “That's why they have
turned the Ukrainian people
into cannon fodder. The situation in Ukraine shows that the
United States is trying to drag
the conflict out, and it acts in
exactly the same way trying to
fuel conflicts in Asia, Africa
and Latin America.”
The speech represented
the latest attempt by the
Russian leader to rally support
amid bruising Western sanctions that targeted the Russian
economy and finance along

with its government structures,
top officials and businesses for
Moscow's action in Ukraine.
Putin also drew parallels
between the U.S. Backing
Ukraine and a recent visit to
Taiwan by U.S. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, charging that
both were part of an alleged
American attempt to foment
global instability.
“The American adventure
in Taiwan wasn't just a trip by
an irresponsible politician. It
was part of a deliberate and
conscious U.S. Strategy intended to destabilize the situation
and create chaos in the region
and the entire world, a blatant
demonstration of disrespect
for another country' sover-

eignty and its own international
obligations,” Putin said.
The Russian leader claimed
that “Western globalist elites"
were trying "to shift the blame
for their own failures to Russia
and China,” adding that “no
matter how hard the beneficiaries of the current globalist
model try to cling to it, it's
doomed.”
”The era of the unipolar
world order is nearing its end,"
he added.
Speaking at the same conference, Russian Defense
Minister Sergei Shoigu charged
that along with supplies of
weapons to Ukraine, Western
allies also have provided
detailed intelligence information and deployed instructors
to help the Ukrainian military
operate the weapons systems.
“Western intelligence agencies not only have provided target coordinates for launching
strikes, but Western specialists
also have overseen the input of
those data into weapons systems,” Shoigu said.
He dismissed allegations
that Russia could potentially
use nuclear or chemical
weapons in the conflict as an
“absolute lie.”
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he first shipment of grain to
leave Ukraine under a
wartime deal appears to have
ended up in Syria — even as
Damascus remains a close ally
of Moscow, satellite images
analysed on Tuesday by The
Associated Press show.
The arrival of the cargo
ship Razoni in Syria comes
after the government in Kyiv
praised the ship's initial departure from the port of Odessa as
a sign that Ukraine could safely ship out its barley, corn, sunflower oil and wheat to a hungry world where global food
prices have spiked in part due
to the war.
But its arrival in Syria's port
of Tartus shows how complicated and murky internation-
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stonia's government said
E
Tuesday it has decided to
remove a Soviet monument in
a border town sitting in the
Baltic country's Russian-speaking part, with the prime minister saying the reason for the
dismantling is that it represents
a risk for public order.
“No one wants to see our
militant and hostile neighbor
foment tensions in our home,”
Prime Minister Kaja Kallas
said, adding the move came following Russia's invasion of
Ukraine. “We will not afford
Russia the opportunity to use
the past to disturb the peace in
Estonia.”
Outside Narva — Estonia's
third largest town with a large
Russian speaking population —
a replica of a T-34 tank with a

red Soviet star sits atop a monument commemorating the
Soviet soldiers who died freeing Estonia from Germany
during World War II.
The whole monument was
being dismantled Tuesday and
“the operation will be carried
out in a dignified manner, for
example, the flowers and the
candles placed at the monuments will be taken to a cemetery, not thrown in the trash,”
Interior Minister Lauri Laanemets said Tuesday, according to
the Baltic News Service.
Estonian broadcaster ERR said
the dismantling was underway.
Foreign Minister Urmas
Reinsalu said in a government
statement that Russia “wanted
to use the memorials commemorating the criminal occupation regime to fuel tensions
in Estonian society.”
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assive explosions and fires
hit a military depot in
M
Russia-annexed Crimea on
Tuesday, forcing the evacuation of more than 3,000 people,
the second time in recent days
that the Ukraine war's focus has
turned to the contested peninsula.
Russia blamed the blasts at
an ammunition storage facility
in Mayskoye on an “act of sabotage” without naming the perpetrators.
As with last week's explosions, they led to speculation
that Ukrainian forces may have
staged an attack on the peninsula, which Russia has controlled since 2014.
Separately, the Russian business newspaper Kommersant
quoted local residents as saying
that plumes of black smoke
also rose over an air base in
Crimea's Gvardeyskoye.
Ukraine has stopped short

of publicly claiming responsibility for any of the fires or explosions, including last week's at
another air base that destroyed
nine Russian planes.
If Ukrainian forces were, in
fact, responsible for any of the
explosions, they would represent
a significant escalation in the
war.
Videos posted on social
media showed thick plumes of
smoke rising over raging flames
in Mayskoye, and a series of

explosions could be heard in the
background.
The Russian Defence
Ministry said the fires at the
depot caused damage to a power
plant, power lines, rail tracks and
some apartment buildings. It
said in a statement that “there
were no serious injuries”.
Earlier, Russia's state news
agency RIA Novosti reported a
fire a transformer substation
after “a loud thump sound” in
what appeared to be a result of

the blasts at the depot.
Crimea holds huge strategic
and symbolic significance for
Russia and Ukraine. The
Kremlin's demand that Kyiv
recognise the peninsula as part
of Russia has been one of its key
conditions for ending the fighting, while Ukraine has vowed to
drive the Russians from the
peninsula and all other occupied
territories.
The district where the blasts
happened, Dzhankoi, is in the
north of the peninsula, about 50
kilometres from the Russiancontrolled region of Kherson in
southern Ukraine.
Kyiv has recently mounted
a series of attacks on various sites
in the region, targeting supply
routes for the Russian military
there and ammunition depots.
Last week's explosions at
Saki air base sent sunbathers on
nearby beaches fleeing as huge
flames and pillars of smoke
rose over the horizon.
Ukrainian officials empha-

He traveled to Ukraine as
part of an international peace
initiative known as The Elders,
which former South African
President Nelson Mandela
founded in 2007.
Ban was joined by former
Colombian President Juan
Manuel Santos, who is a Nobel
Peace Prize laureate like the late
Mandela. Santos also described
the massacre of Ukrainian
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able,” Ban told The Associated
Press after visiting the Church
of St. Andrew the Apostle.
Authorities said 116 bodies were found in a mass grave
near the church after Russian
soldiers pulled out.
“All the people killed here
without any reason should be
fully honored and remembered
in the history of humankind,"
Ban said.

sised on Tuesday that Crimea —
which is a popular destination
for Russian tourists — would not
be spared the ravages of war
experienced throughout
Ukraine.
Rather than a travel destination, “Crimea occupied by
Russians is about warehouses
explosions and high risk of
death for invaders and thieves”,
Ukraine presidential adviser
Mykhailo Podolyak said on
Twitter, though he did not claim
any Ukraine responsibility for
the blasts.
Crimea's regional leader,
Sergei Aksyonov, said that two
people were injured and more
than 3,000 evacuated from the
villages of Mayskoye and
Azovskoye near Dzhankoi following the munitions depot
explosions. Who can we
attribute the injured to?
Because the explosions
damaged rail tracks, some trains
in northern Crimea were diverted to other lines.

al trade and shipping can be.
Syria has already received
Ukrainian grain taken from
Russian-occupied territory
amid Moscow's war on Kyiv.
Images from Planet Labs
PBC analysed by the AP
showed the Sierra Leoneflagged Razoni at port just
before 11 am on Monday.
The vessel was just next to
the port's grain silos, key to
supplying wheat to the nation.
Data from the Razoni's

Automatic Identification
System tracker shows it had
been turned off since Friday,
when it was just off the coast of
Cyprus, according to shiptracking website Marine
Traffic.Com.
Ships are supposed to keep
their AIS trackers on, but vessels wanting to hide their
movements often turn theirs
off. Those heading to Syrian
ports routinely do so.
The Razoni could be identified in the satellite image by
its colour, length and width, as
well as the four large white
cranes on its deck.
Samir Madani, co-founder
of the oil-shipment website
TankerTrackers.Com and an
expert on following ships via
satellite images, similarly identified the vessel from the image.

civilians as a crime against
humanity.
“The whole world should
be very much aware of what is
happening and be in a position
to support the Ukrainian people in their effort to gain their
peace and freedom,” Santos
told the AP.
The two former leaders
visited the site of the mass grave
behind the church and visited
a display of photographs inside
the building with scenes from
the aftermath of the intense
fighting in Bucha in late
February and March.
The civilian killings at
Bucha have become a symbol
of brutality of the war. They
were carried out as Russia
launched a failed effort to capture the Ukrainian capital after
it invaded the country on Feb.
24.
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ith much fanfare, ship
after ship loaded with
W
grain has sailed from Ukraine
after being stuck in the country's Black Sea ports for nearly six months. More quietly, a
parallel wartime deal met
Moscow's demands to clear
the way for its wheat to get to
the world, too, boosting an
industry vital to Russia's economy that had been ensnared
in wider sanctions.
While the US and its
European allies work to crush
Russia's finances with a web of
penalties for invading
Ukraine, they have avoided
sanctioning its grains and
other goods that feed people
worldwide.
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and fuel prices, may limit the pace of rate
hikes by the RBI," said Vinod Nair, Head
of Research at Geojit Financial Services.
From the Sensex pack, Mahindra &
Mahindra rose the most by 2.28 per cent.
Mahindra Group on Monday announced
that it would it will launch five new electric sports utility vehicles for both domestic and international markets, with the first
four expected to hit the road between 2024
and 2026.
Maruti gained 2.19 per cent, Asian
Paints by 2.09 per cent, and Hindustan
Unilever by 1.9 per cent. UltraTech
Cement, HDFC and HDFC Bank, Tech
Mahindra and Reliance Industries were
among the lead gainers.
On the other hand, State Bank of India
fell the most by 0.9 per cent. Bharti Airtel,
Bajaj Finance, Tata Consultancy Services
and NTPC were the laggards.
"Markets maintained their upward
bias through the trading session aided by
positive global cues and few domestic factors that triggered a rally in realty, automobile and banking stocks.
"Moderating domestic inflation level
has raised expectations that interest rate

enchmark BSE Sensex rose by over
379 points while Nifty closed above
the 17,800 level following gains in oil
& gas, banking and auto shares on easing
inflation concerns.
The 30-share BSE benchmark index
advanced 379.43 points or 0.64 per cent to
settle at 59,842.21, logging its third straight
day of gains. During the day, it jumped
460.25 points or 0.77 per cent to 59,923.03.
Extending its gaining streak to a sixth
session in a row, the broader NSE Nifty
climbed 127.10 points or 0.72 per cent to
close at 17,825.25 as 42 of its constituents
advanced.
Easing inflation concerns after the
wholesale price-based inflation slowed
down to a five-month low of 13.93 per cent
in July and buying in index majors Reliance
Industries and HDFC twins added to the
momentum.
"The easing of inflationary pressures
has encouraged domestic investors to
remain optimistic about the pace of economic recovery. Better-than-expected CPI
numbers, aided by slower increase in food

B
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he wholesale price-based inflation
eased to a five-month low of 13.93 per
T
cent in July on easing prices of food articles and manufactured products.
The WPI-based inflation softened for
the second consecutive month in July, raising hopes of further decline in wholesale
prices in the months to come.
The Wholesale Price Index-based inflation, after scaling a record high of 15.88 per
cent in May, declined to 15.18 per cent in
June. It was 13.43 per cent in February.
It was 11.57 per cent in July last year.
The WPI inflation continued its declining trend for the second month in July but
remained in double-digits for the 16th consecutive month beginning April last year.
Inflation in food articles in July eased
to 10.77 per cent from 14.39 per cent in
June.
The rate of price rise in vegetables
declined substantially to 18.25 per cent in

July against 56.75 per cent in the previous
month.
In the fuel and power basket, inflation
was 43.75 per cent in July compared to 40.38
per cent in the last month.
Inflation in manufactured products and
oil seeds was 8.16 per cent and (-) 4.06 per

cent, respectively.
CRCL LLP CEO and Managing Partner
DRE Reddy said higher crude oil prices and
input costs still weigh on the producers and
pass-through has resulted in pushing the
retail inflation higher.
"The global economy is recovering as
we witness an increase in demand for metals, oils, crude and fertilisers. Moving forward, as the crude prices soften in the summer season and supply issues getting
resolved will help ease WPI inflation in the
next few months," Reddy added.
The Reserve Bank of India mainly looks
at retail inflation to frame monetary policy.Retail inflation remained above the
Reserve Bank's comfort level for the seventh
month in a row and was 6.71 per cent in
July.
To tame stubbornly high inflation, the
RBI has hiked the key interest rate three
times this year to 5.40 per cent.
The central bank had projected retail
inflation to average 6.7 per cent in 2022-23.
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ith consumption of
ultra-processed packW
aged foods soaring to
unprecedented levels, India
is prioritising the adoption
of a science backed Front of
Pack Labelling (FOPL).
At an event, leading
industry representatives and
food manufacturers said a
global best practice FOPL
would be a major boost for
increasing exports of packaged food products especially those produced by
MSME units in the global
market.

hike by the central bank may slow down
going ahead. While strong FII fund infusion has certainly bolstered the sentiment
of investors," said Shrikant Chouhan,
Head of Equity Research (Retail), Kotak
Securities Ltd.
In the broader market, the BSE midcap and smallcap indices both climbed 1.03
per cent each.
Sectorally, BSE auto jumped 2.57 per
cent, followed by realty (2.03 per cent), oil
& gas (1.76 per cent), consumer discretionary goods & services (1.58 per cent)
and power (1.48 per cent).
Telecom and metal were the laggards.
In Asia, Seoul and Shanghai ended
higher, while Tokyo and Hong Kong settled lower.
Equities in Europe were trading higher in mid-session deals. Markets on the
Wall Street had ended higher on Monday.
Stock markets were closed on Monday
on account of Independence Day.
Meanwhile, the international oil benchmark Brent crude dipped 0.86 per cent to
USD 94.28 per barrel.
Forex and money markets were closed
on account of 'Parsi New Year'.
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Gurugram: Haryana
Chief Minister Manohar
Lal Khattar inaugurated
the construction work
of the first Swedish furniture retailer IKEA
'Mixed Use Commercial
Project' in north India at
Ingka Centers in
Gurugram by performing Bhoomi Pujan on
Tuesday.
This mixed-use
IKEA project is to be
built with an investment
of about Rs 3,500 crore
which will be constructed in Sector 47 of
Gurugram.
Ingka Group, parent
of IKEA Retail, in a
statement, said that the

project, which will be
completed by 2025, will
create about 2,500 jobs.
The estimated investment for the project is
around ?3,500 crore.
The IKEA project
will come up in Sector 47
where the company purchased 10 acres of land
from the Har yana
Shahari
Vikas
Pradhikaran in 2017.
The company had said
that the proposed IKEA
store will come up to
over 4 lakh square feet.
The total building
area of the Gurugram
new meeting place will
be around 1,700,000 sq.
ft over nine floors.
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tate Bank of India's (SBI)
STuesday
Chairman Dinesh Khara on
said that things might get
"better" on the inflation front towards
the end of September.
He said the supply side constraints getting addressed and crude
oil prices trending low will help ease
the situation.
"Inflation...The recent numbers
which came out was 6.7. Going forward the way things are - the supply
side constraints which are there are
getting addressed, so the situation
should be improving going forward,"
he said in response to a question.
Speaking to reporters here, he said
one of the important factors of inflation is crude oil prices, and with them
also trending lower, it will also support the inflation to be further tapered
down. "...Overall expectation is that,
maybe towards the end of September
things might look to be even better as
compared to what you are seeing
(now)," he added.
The SBI Chairman was speaking
to reporters after announcing the
launch of the bank's state-of-the-art
dedicated branch for start-ups in
Bengaluru. Further pointing out that
policy rates by RBI is a very key component for inflation, Khara in
response to a question said, the policy rates are the outcome of the
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
meeting, which assesses multiple data
points before they arrive at any decision.
"So I think we will have to wait
and watch till the next MPC meeting
happens, but I think till such time in
the intermediary phase, I feel that the
supply side constraints are getting
addressed," he added.
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hares of companies having investments of late billionaire investor
Rakesh Jhunjhunwala ended on a
mixed note on Tuesday. The 62-yearold investor, who was known as the
Big Bull and Warren Buffett of India
for his investment acumen, passed
away on Sunday.
Jhunjhunwala had investments
in more than three dozen companies,
the most valuable being watch and
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Rs 827.50 on BSE. Agro Tech Foods
fell 0.62 per cent.
Among the gainers, Star Health
climbed 1.62 per cent to Rs 707.40
after falling 4.79 per cent to Rs 662.75
in intra-day trade.
Tata Motors went up 2.55 per
cent, Nazara Technologies jumped
2.44 per cent, NCC Limited gained
2.09 per cent, Indian Hotels went
higher by 1.32 per cent, Crisil
advanced 1.02 per cent and Titan
Company climbed 0.88 per cent.

jewellery maker Titan, part of the
Tata group.
Titan ended 0.88 pe cent higher at Rs 2,493.65. During the day, it
gained 1.09 per cent to Rs 2,499.
Among the firms in his portfolio, Aptech shares dipped 0.04 per
cent to settle at Rs 232.65 on BSE
after falling 5.92 per cent to Rs 218.95
during the day.
Shares of Metro Brands declined
1.36 per cent to Rs 842.70. During
the day, it dropped 3.13 per cent to

2WT]]PX) 0b[^]VPbcWTaTPaTcTPabP]S
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Among other companies,
Canara Bank advanced 0.54 per
cent and Rallis India climbed 0.13
per cent.
According to trendlyne data,
Jhunjhunwala and associates publicly
held 32 stocks with a net worth of
over Rs 31,905 crore at the end of
June 2022 quarter.
On Tuesday, the 30-share BSE
benchmark index advanced 379.43
points or 0.64 per cent to settle at
59,842.21 points.
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eneral Motors is recalling more
than 484,000 large SUVs in the
G
US to fix a problem that can cause
the third-row seat belts to malfunction. The recall covers Chevrolet
Suburbans and Tahoes, Cadillac
Escalades and GMC Yukons from
the 2021 and 2022 model years.
The automaker says in docu-

ments posted on Tuesday by US safety regulators that rivets that hold the
buckle to the mounting bracket on
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dani Logistics, a whollyowned subsidiary of Adani
A
Ports and Special Economic Zone
Ltd, on Tuesday said it has signed
a definitive agreement to acquire
ICD Tumb (Vapi) from Navkar
Corporation for Rs 835 crore.
Adani Logistics Ltd (ALL) in
a statement said the deal comprises the acquisition of the operational ICD (inland container
depot) with a capacity to handle

0.5 million TEUs (twenty-foot
equivalent unit).
Associated 129 acres of land
provides an additional expansion
path to increase capacity and
cargo in near future, as additional industrial corridors and logistic parks get added along these
DFC (Dedicated Freight
Corridor) routes, it noted.
The company said the acquisition is in line with its strategy to
build integrated transport utility
and pan India logistics infra-
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tate-owned steel maker SAIL
will produce some quantity of
special rails used in high-speed
freight corridors and metro rail
projects this year, according to a
company official. SAIL has set up
a facility for the production of
head hardened (HH) rails at the
new Universal Rail Mill (URM)
at its Bhilai Steel Plant (BSP) in
Chhattisgarh.
"...We will be of course producing some quantity in this
year," Steel Authority of India Ltd
(SAIL) Director Finance Anil
Kumar Tulsiani said.
The head hardened rail is still
under trial and once the trial is
successful the company will be in
a position to finalise the quanti-

S

ty to be produced, he spoke during the Q1 Earnings Conference
Call. Such rails are manufactured
using head hardening technology to bear about 50 per cent higher pressure compared to normal
rails. Replying to another query,
Tulsiani said it is too early to give
SAIL's capex guidance for the
entire year adding that there were
a lot of projects in the pipeline for
which already the board has
given its go-ahead.
"....The orders will fructify in
this year only but yes our endeavour is to do as much as possible
because these schemes whatever are there they are basically
some debottlenecking schemes
so the more we finish them off
in a faster time, it will be better
for the plants also," he explained.

structure, and Tumb adds to the
existing seven multi-modal logistics parks in the Adani Logistics
portfolio.
According to the statement,
ICD Tumb has a private freight

terminal with four rail handling
lines connected with Western
DFC, custom notified land and
bonded warehouse facilities.
Strategically located, Tumb
serves both Hazira port and
Nhava Sheva port along the
Western DFC surrounded by
industrial units of Gujarat
Industrial
Development
Corporation (GIDC) and
Maharashtra
Industrial
Development Corporation
(MIDC).

APSEZ CEO and WholeTime Director Karan Adani said,
"This acquisition fits well with our
transformation strategy towards
becoming a transport utility as
well as move us closer to our
objective of providing economical door-to-door services to our
customers".
The turnover of ICD situated at Tumb village of Valsad district in Gujarat as on last financial year ended March 31, 2022
was Rs 403.28 crore.
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iesel demand in India fell for
the second month in a row as
the onset of monsoon chipped
away consumption in key sectors
like agriculture, preliminary industry data showed Tuesday.
Petrol and diesel demand had
fallen month-on-month in July.
While petrol consumption is
almost flat in the first half of
August, diesel - the most widely
used fuel in the country - saw
demand drop 11.2 per cent during August 1-15 to 2.82 million
tonnes from 3.17 million tonnes in
the same period of the previous
month.
The arrival and intensity of
monsoon weigh heavily on diesel

D

demand in the country and consumption traditionally is lower in
July-September than in AprilJune. Monsoon restricts mobility
and demand from the farm sector,
which uses diesel in irrigation
pumps and trucking, also drops
with the onset of rains.
Diesel demand was, however,
32.8 per cent higher year-on-year,
supported by strong economic
growth and a relatively low base-

line for the same period in 2021
when the second wave of COVID19 had impacted the economy.
Consumption of diesel was
58.2 per cent higher than the 1.78
million tonnes demand during
August 1-15 in 2020. It was 23 per
cent more than pre-COVID
August 2019, the data showed.
Petrol sales inched up 0.8 per
cent to 1.29 million tonnes in the
first half of August when compared to 1.28 million tonnes of
consumption in the same period
of the previous month.
The consumption was 30.6
per cent higher than August 2021
and 43.4 per cent more than the
first fortnight of August 2020. It
was 36 per cent more than preCOVID August 2019.
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ompanies in India are expected to give a salary hike of 10 per
C
cent in 2023 as they struggle with

he government Tuesday
approved a startup loan of Rs
T
1.15 crore to a bioplastics firm for
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rising attrition in the tight labour
market, according to a report.
Global advisory, broking and
solutions company Willis Towers
Watson's Salary Budget Planning
report found that companies in
India are budgeting an overall
increase of 10 per cent for 2022-23,
compared with the actual 9.5 per

cent growth in the previous year.
According to the report, more
than half (58 per cent) of the
employers in India have budgeted
for higher salary increases for the
ongoing fiscal year compared to last
year, while a quarter of them (24.4
per cent) made no change in the
budget.
Only 5.4 per cent have reduced
the budget as compared to 2021-22,
it added. The report revealed that
at 10 per cent, salary increases in
India continue to be the highest in

the Asia Pacific (APAC) region.
China is projected to see an
increase of 6 per cent, Hong Kong
at 4 per cent and Singapore at 4 per
cent for next year, it added.
The report was based on a survey across 168 countries in April
and May 2022, which includes 590
organisations in India.
It further said around 42 per
cent of companies in India have also
projected a positive business revenue outlook for the next 12
months, while only 7.2 per cent

have projected a negative outlook.
In addition, Information
Technology (65.5 per cent), engineering (52.9 per cent), sales (35.4
per cent), technically skilled trades
(32.5 per cent) and finance (17.5
per cent) are expected to be the
most sought-after functions for
recruitment in the next 12 months.
Voluntary attrition rates in
India continue to be amongst the
highest in the region at 15.1 per
cent, only second to Hong Kong, it
observed.
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commercialising "compostable"
plastic and mitigating the usage of
Single Use Plastics (SUP).
In a statement, the Science and
Technology ministry said an MoU
was signed between the
Technology Development Board,
a statutory body under
Department of Science &

Technology, and TGP Bioplastics
Private Limited, Satara,
Maharashtra, for manufacturing
and commercialisation of compostable plastic.
Science and Technology
Minister Jitendra Singh was
apprised that the StartUp has come
up with an alternative solution of
Single Use Plastic (SUP) with the
prototype of a compostable plastic
material which breaks down as a
compost in soil without affecting
the environment.

the left- and right side third-row
seats may have been formed improperly.
The belts may not properly
restrain a passenger in a crash,
increasing the risk of injury.
The company says it's not aware
of any crashes or injuries caused by
the problem. Dealers will inspect the
rivet heads and replace buckle
assemblies if needed.
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old jewellery demand in India is likely to decline in the second and third
G
quarters of this fiscal due to hike in
import duty, high volatility in prices and
inflationary pressure, according to a
report.
While demand is likely to contract by
8 per cent year-on-year in the second
quarter of FY23, the decline is expected
to be higher at 15 per cent in the third
quarter due to the exceptionally high base
in the same period of FY22, Icra said in
a report. According to the report, the
exceptional third quarter performance in
FY22 was due to the post-Covid reopening of the economy and the substantially high demand in the wedding and festive seasons.
Nonetheless, overall industry is
expected to grow by a moderate 10 per
cent year-on-year (y-o-y) in FY23 on the
back of strong performance in the first
quarter of FY23 and steady demand in
wedding and festive season in the current
fiscal.
The organised jewellery retail industry's revenue is likely to grow at a higher pace of 14 per cent y-o-y in FY23, driven by continued store expansions, the
report added.
"In addition, an increase in other discretionary spending on things like travel due to lower restrictions and a likely
reduction in the share of jewellery purchases in overall wedding expenditure,
which was higher last year due to restrictions around gatherings, are also factors
that can affect demand. Rural demand for
gold is also likely to be impacted by
uncertain monsoons in the current year
and higher interest rates on agricultural
loans which could dent disposable
incomes," Icra Senior Vice President and
Group Head Jayanta Roy said.
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n a massive setback for the country, world football governing
body FIFA on Tuesday suspended India for "undue influence from
third parties" and said the U-17
Women's World Cup "cannot currently be held in India as planned."
The country is scheduled to
host the FIFA tournament from
October 11-30.
This is the first time the All India
Football Federation (AIFF) has been
banned by FIFA in its 85-year history, with the apex body saying there
have been "flagrant violations of the
FIFA Statutes".
"The Bureau of the FIFA Council
has unanimously decided to suspend
the All India Football Federation
(AIFF) with immediate effect due to
undue influence from third parties,
which constitutes a serious violation
of the FIFA Statutes," the FIFA said
in a statement.
The Bureau of the FIFA Council
said the lifting of the suspension will
be subject to repealing of the
Committee of Administrators' (CoA)
mandate in full. In a statement, FIFA
also said it wants the AIFF administration to "be fully in charge of the
AIFF's daily affairs".
"The suspension will be lifted
once an order to set up a committee
of administrators to assume the
powers of the AIFF Executive
Committee has been repealed and
the AIFF administration regains full
control of the AIFF's daily affairs."
"The suspension means that the
FIFA U-17 Women's World Cup
2022, scheduled to take place in India
on 11-30 October 2022, cannot currently be held in India as planned.
FIFA is assessing the next steps with
regard to the tournament and will
refer the matter to the Bureau of the
Council if and when necessary."
In the wake of the latest development, the Centre sought an urgent
hearing in the Supreme Court on the
AIFF matter.
A bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud and A S Bopanna
was told by Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, appearing for the Centre, that
"important development" has taken
place and FIFA has sent a letter suspending India which is in public

I
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domain and needs to be brought on
record.
This was after a four-member
FIFA delegation held a meeting with
senior sports ministry officials and
the CoA on Friday and Monday,
respectively.
"Till last evening it seemed consensus has been reached between all
the parties but last night FIFA just
informed us that they will have to
ban AIFF as per its internal committee decision," an official in the sports
ministry said.

"FIFA is against CoA's interference but it is open to dialogue and
wants the AIFF executive board to be
in place at the earliest, and if that happens, they will lift the ban.
"The government is committed
to solving the matter as soon as possible as it wants the U-17 Women's
Junior World Cup to be hosted by
India," he added.
A ban on India has been on the
cards since the Supreme Court
removed Praful Patel as AIFF president on May 18 for not holding elec-

tions, due in December 2020.
The court had appointed a threemember
Committee
of
Administrators (CoA), headed by
former apex court judge AR Dave, to
manage the affairs of the national federation.
The CoA, which has former
Chief Commissioner of India SY
Quraishi and ex India captain
Bhaskar Ganguly as other members,
also had to frame its constitution in
line with the National Sports Code
and model guidelines.

The Bureau of the FIFA Council
decided that upon lifting of the suspension, the AIFF constitution will
have to be revised in accordance with
the requirements of the FIFA and the
AFC and to be approved by the AIFF
general assembly without interference from any third party.
The FIFA, "concurrently", wants
an "independent electoral committee to be elected by the AIFF general assembly to run the elections of a
new executive committee".
It also said the AIFF must "carry

out the upcoming electoral process
as per the statutory requirements and
to hold its elections based on the preexisting membership of the AIFF (i.E
state associations only).
As per the FIFA move and with
the AIFF losing all membership
rights until further notice, the Indian
clubs and representatives (players,
referees, officials) are no longer entitled to take part in international suspension until the suspension is lifted.
"This also means neither the
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ndy Murray won his first hardcourt match of the summer on
Monday, defeating Stan Wawrinka 76 (7/3), 5-7, 7-5 in the opening round
of the ATP/WTA Cincinnati
Masters.
The 35-year-old Scot was facing
his 37-year-old Swiss rival for the
22nd time with both treble Grand
Slam champions still coming back to
full form after long-term injuries
over the past few seasons.
Murray lost in the first round at
Washington and last week in
Montreal while Wawrinka's last win
came on grass two months ago at
Queen's Club, London; he has not
won on cement since the Australian
Open last year.
Murray needed four match
points to advance at a tournament
he has won twice, in 2008 and 2011.
The veteran was competing here
for the 17th time.
Compatriot Cameron Norrie
joined Murray in the second round
with his 7-6 (7/5), 4-6, 6-4 defeat of
Dane Holger Rune.

second-round clash with eighth
seed Garbine Muguruza, title-winner here in 2017.
American Amanda Anisimova
beat ninth seed Daria Kasatkina 64, 6-4.
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Other winners on opening day
included 2016 champion Marin
Cilic, who defeated Spain's Jaume
Munar 6-3, 6-3, and American John
Isner, the 2013 finalist against Rafael
Nadal, who advanced past France's
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usan Vlahovic fired
Juventus to a comfortable 3D
0 win over Sassuolo with a
brace in Monday's Serie A opener while Victor Osimhen was
racially abused by Verona fans
in a thumping 5-2 win for
Napoli.
Serbia forward Vlahovic
put Juve two ahead just before
the break from the penalty spot
after being fouled by Gian
Marco Ferrari, and ended the
match as a contest following a
smart Angel Di Maria pass six
minutes after the restart.
Di Maria had set Juve on the
road for a low-key win with his
first Serie A goal, a miscued volley in the 26th minute of his
debut after arriving as a free
agent this summer.
Massimiliano Allegri's side
were missing returning hero
Paul Pogba, out with a knee

injury until next month, and
injured starting goalkeeper
Wojciech Szczesny.
However Allegri gave Filip
Kostic his Juve debut off the
bench, a new face who along
with the excellent Di Maria
could rejuvenate a sluggish team
who came up against the weakest of resistance at the Allianz
Stadium.
Osimhen was among the
scorers for Napoli who before
kick-off honoured their former
goalkeeper Claudio Garella, a
Serie A title winner in the 1980s
with both southern Italy's biggest
club and Verona.
A reporter at the game
heard a section of the home support launch monkey chants at
the Nigeria forward midway
through the first half, before he
stretched to jab home Giovanni
Di Lorenzo's knockdown in
stoppage time to put the away
side 2-1 ahead at half-time.

Benjamin Bonzi 7-6 (13/11), 3-6, 76 (7/4).
In the WTA draw, Wimbledon
champion Elena Rybakina defeated
Egyptian Mayar Sherif 6-3, 6-2.
The world number 25 set up a

Andy Murray said match fitness
will be the key to the remainder of
his season after reaching the second
round of the ATP/WTA Cincinnati
Masters.
After half a decade of injury
problems including a pair of hip
surgeries, the Scot knows the
remainder of his season, and career,
will depend on his physical state.
"Physically I felt pretty good for
the last few months, but in a lot of
the tournaments I've lost in the second round," he said.
"I've not had that opportunity to
have a really good tournament and
then maybe take a break and rest.
"I hope I can get to that level
again where I'm consistently getting
to the latter stages of events, and
therefore, we will be able to plan and
schedule my tournaments better."
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imbledon finalist Nick Kyrgios will skip
the Davis Cup next month, Tennis
W
Australia said on Tuesday, scotching speculation about his return to the team competition.
The 27-year-old has not appeared at the
Davis Cup since 2019 but would have been
an obvious choice given his strong run of form
since his Wimbledon final appearance in July.
Kyrgios, ranked 28 in the world, won the
Washington Open earlier this month and
reached the quarter-finals of the Canadian
Open.
"It would have been great to have Nick
in the team but unfortunately he was unavailable for this tie," Australia's Davis Cup captain Lleyton Hewitt said in a statement.
The team will be led by Alex de Minaur
and Thanasi Kokkinakis and also include
Wimbledon men's doubles champions Matt
Ebden and Max Purcell.
Australia will compete in Hamburg on
September 13-18 in Pool C alongside
Germany, France and Belgium in the group
stage.

AIFF nor any of its members or officials may benefit from any development programmes, courses or training from FIFA and/or the AFC," the
world body said in its detailed statement.
The FIFA has never allowed
third party interference in the affairs
of its member units whether by the
court or the government. It has set
up normalisation committees in
various countries in cases similar to
India.
FIFA, though, has kept a window
open for India, saying it is in touch
with the sports ministry on the
issue.
"FIFA is in constant constructive
contact with the Ministry of Youth
Affairs and Sports in India and is
hopeful that a positive outcome to the
case may still be achieved," it said.
Following the ban, the fate of the
AIFF elections, to be held on August
28 on the orders of the Supreme is
not yet known.
The poll process began on
August 13 as the top court approved
the time-line prepared by the
Committee of Administrators (CoA).
The CoA has already appointed
a returning officers and has published
the electoral college for the elections,
including 36 eminent players in the
list. The filing of nominations is to
start from Wednesday till Friday.
India's football fraternity is hoping that a last-minute solution will
salvage the FIFA under-17 women's
world cup when the Supreme Court
hears the matter on Wednesday.
The sports ministry had filed an
application in the Supreme Court,
seeking a modification to its August
5 order that allowed 36 eminent players to vote in the AIFF elections on
the grounds that the world body was
not in favour of 'individual membership' in the AIFF.
According to sources, FIFA reiterated its stand to the sports ministry on Monday and issued the statement to ban India after that (around
10pm Swiss local time; wee hours on
Tuesday in India).
The Supreme Court on August
3 directed the executive committee
of the All India Football Federation
(AIFF) to expeditiously hold elections as per the schedule proposed
by the CoA.
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lvaro Morata struck twice
to secure Atletico Madrid
A
a 3-0 victory at Getafe in their
opening game of the La Liga
season on Monday.
Morata, who has returned
to Atletico after two years on
loan with Juventus, scored a
goal in each half before Antoine
Griezmann wrapped up the
points.
Joao Felix played a key role
by setting up all three goals, the
first of which Morata swept
home from the edge of the box
on 15 minutes.
Borja Mayoral grazed the
crossbar for Getafe late in the
first half, but Morata eased
Atletico nerves with a clinical
finish on the hour following an
error by Stefan Mitrovic.
Felix then threaded the
ball through for Griezmann,
who cut inside and drove low
into the corner to ensure
Atletico made a winning start
following the departure of Luis
Suarez.

The Uruguayan rejoined
his boyhood club Nacional on
a short-term deal in July after
his contract expired at Atletico.
Athletic Bilbao drew 0-0 at
home to Mallorca, while Real
Betis host Elche later on
Monday to round out the opening round of fixtures in Spain.
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his month, in our series 'Champion
born this month', I would like to
T
present a game by the most remark-

able World Chess Champion — someone who always showed courage to
experiment, someone who was the
pioneer of artificial intelligence and
someone who is considered to be the
greatest Chess visionary who influenced the Chess world most. Surely the
reader has guessed that I am speaking
about five times world Chess champion Mikhail Botvinnik of USSR.
Mikhail Moiseyevich Botvinnik
(17th August,1911-- 5th May 1995)
was born at Kuokkala, (now in Repino
district, Saint Petersburg) to a Jewish
dentist couple. Though it was the most
trying time for the Jewish community then, Botvinnik always found a way
to survive and excel due to his intelligence, adaptability and wisdom.
Botvinnik turned an atheist very
young and always described himself as
"a Jew by blood, a Russian by culture
and a Soviet by upbringing".
At the tender age of 20, Botvinnik
won the Soviet Chess Championship,
thereby getting opportunity to participate in important Chess tournaments in Western Europe. His victories over former World Champions
Capablanca and Alekhine — two
masterpieces displaying exactly opposite playing styles — reveal the depth
of Botvinnik's mastery over Chess
strategy, tactics and technique at a
young age. When World Champion
Alexander Alekhine passed away in
1946, leaving the Chess throne empty,
the International Chess Federation
FIDE conducted the 'World
Championship Tournament' at
Groningen (1946) in which Botvinnik
emerged the winner, to be crowned as

the World Champion for the first time.
Botvinnik always believed in propagating and promoting the game on all
fronts at the same time and was the
main force behind the government
support and the broad player base in
Soviet Union. He wrote several Chess
books and composed some very illustrative Chess puzzles. Botvinnik's
greatest contribution to Chess is his
study of artificial intelligence and
computer science. Even when he was
the World Champion, Botvinnik dedicated a lot of time in designing and
making Chess playing computers.
Even at the risk of becoming ridiculed
by fellow Chess masters, Botvinnik
always expressed that computers
would eventually defeat humans some
day. His words have indeed come true,
though, sadly, it was not to happen
during his lifetime.
After retiring from active participation in world championship cycles,

Botvinnik started training talented
youngsters from Soviet Union. World
Champions Garry Kasparov and
Vladimir Kramnik are the most
prominent among his students.
Botvinnik promptly acknowledged
the contribution of others to his own
work as well as to Chess theory. He
attributed his concept of 'acclimatisation', practiced by all Soviet sportspersons for decades, to invaluable inputs
and suggestions by World Chess
Champion Dr Emanuel Lasker. Due to
his innovativeness, objectivity and
clarity of thoughts, Botvinnik was
always able to lead the Chess world in
new directions and dimensions till the
last day of his life. The Chess world will
always miss this legendary personality.
Today let me take you through a
game played by Botvinnik in the system named after him and annotated by
none other than his most successful
pupil, Garry Kasparov.
1.d4 d5 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 c6 4.Nf3 Nf6
5.Bg5 dxc4 6.e4 b5
This sharp continuation, defending the 'c4' Pawn at the cost of allowing White to attack the pinned Black
Knight with a Pawn, is now known as
the Botvinnik variation of the Slav
Defence.
7.e5 h6 8.Bh4 g5 9.Nxg5! hxg5
10.Bxg5 Nbd7 11.exf6
White has recovered the sacrificed
piece and seems to be in an advantageous position. However, Botvinnik
soon demonstrated that this is only an
illusion and Black has enough dynamic resources to create adequate counterplay.
11...Bb7 12.Be2?
This natural developing move
turns out to be a serious mistake. "

12.g3! must go without thinking writes my hand 51 years later." — Garry
Kasparov in 1996.
12...Qb6 13.0-0 0-0-0
"Both kings are castled ; however,
the White monarch will soon feel quite
uncomfortable, especially after the
immanent c6-c5." — Garry Kasparov.
14.a4?!
"Looks natural, but while trying to
open the opponent's Kingside White
soon finds himself well behind in the
creation of any real threats." — Garry
Kasparov. "
14.Bf3 protecting the crucial diagonal, could have partially repaired the
damage done by the 12th move,
although a bishop on g2 with the pawn
on g3 is a much more healthy construction for the castled King, For example,
14...Ne5!? leads to a double-edged position after the queen sacrifice: 15.dxe5
Rxd1 16.Rfxd1 " Garry Kasparov.
"In one training game Ragozin,
Botvinnik's long-time coach and sparring partner, played the optimistic
14.h4 and after 14...Bh6! 15.a4 Bxg5
16.hxg5 b4 17.Ne4 c5 White didn't survive for long in this open position." —
Garry Kasparov.
14...b4! 15.Ne4 c5! 16.Qb1?
"Too far from the action. 16.Qc2
wouldn't have changed much after
16...b3! 17.Qb1 Qc7 etc. Another
proposition 16.Qc2,c3!? 17.bxc3 Qc7
looks extremely exciting, e.g. 18.f4 cxd4
19.c4 d3! 20.Bxd3 Nc5 21.Nxc5 Bxc5+
22.Kh1 Rdg8 (threatening 23...Rxg5)
23.Bh7 (what else?) 23...b3! 24.Qb1,
Qc6! 25.Rf3 Qxf3! and the crazed elephants (Chess Bishops are called elephants in Russian - Pravin Thipsay)
will trample all over White's king.
Remember 26.gxf3 Bxf3# is mate!"
Garry Kasparov.

The only reasonable alternative
was 16.Nd2! with hopes of staying in
the game after 16...c3 17.bxc3 bxc3
18.Nc4 Qc7 19.h4 etc.
16...Qc7!
As you have probably noticed,
Black has gained a valuable tempo for
manoeuvring his queen, because the
square h2 is also vulnerable from the
diagonal h2-b8.
17.Ng3?
"The final mistake. This knight had
to stay on e4.
The alternative 17.h4 wouldn't
stop Black's attack after 17...Bh6! ;
17.g3! was relatively the best and
could have prevented immediate disaster." — Garry Kasparov.
17...cxd4 18.Bxc4! Qc6!
But not 18...Qxc4?? due to 19.Rc1.
19.f3 d3!
"In amazing harmony Black's
pieces are using all open lines and diagonals to satisfy their "basic instincts":
to get at the White king!" — Kasparov.
Black opens up the 'g1-a7' diagonal for
his King Bishop.
20.Qc1
Bad is 20.Ne4? Qc7! 21.g3 Bxe4!
22.fxe4 Qxc4 23.Rc1 Bc5+ 24.Kf1
Qxe4 with a rapid mate. Or if 20.Be3
then 20….Bc5 21.Qe1 Ne5 22.Bb3
Ng4! and White wins.
20...Bc5+ 21.Kh1 Qd6! 22.Qf4
This allowed Black to win with a
pretty combination but there was no
defence anyway
22...Rxh2+! 23.Kxh2 Rh8+ 24.Qh4
24.Nh5 fails to 24...Rxh5+ 25.Kg3
Rxg5+!
24...Rxh4+ 25.Bxh4 Qf4!
White resigned. 0-1
Pravin Thipsay, Arjuna Awardee
and International Chess Grandmaster.
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Dhawan always ready to help youngsters
?C8Q 70A0A4

e might have been relegated to
vice-captaincy after KL Rahul's
late inclusion but team's seniormost player is always ready to lend a
helping hand to the youngsters who seek
out for him.
Dhawan was all set to lead the team
in a three-match ODI series here but
now that he will be performing the
duties of a deputy, he is ready to to put
his best foot forward.
"I quite enjoy sharing my experience
with the youngsters in the team. I first
came here in 2014 (actually 2013), when
Duncan Fletcher was the Indian coach.
If they (youngsters) reach out to me for
any suggestions, I am (always) there to
answer them," Dhawan told reporters
at a media conference here.
The 36-year-old southpaw is rather
happy that skipper Rahul will get the
much-needed game time ahead of the
all-important Asia Cup.
"It is a very good news that KL
(Rahul) is back and will be leading the
side as well. He is one of the main players of this Indian team. It will be a good
outing for him before the Asia Cup gets
underway. I am sure he will gain a lot
from this tour," Dhawan said.
All-rounder Washington Sundar
who was a sure-shot starter against
Zimbabwe was ruled out after he
injured his left shoulder in the Royal
London One Day Cup.
The 22-year-old Chennai lad last
donned the Indian colours during the
West Indies series in February 2021.
"It's sad that Washington is out. He
is quite an important player for the side.
But it's part and parcel...Injuries happen.
Hope, he will recover soon. He will be
missed him as a spinner but we have got
a good back-up through Kuldeep Yadav
and Deepak Hooda, who also bowls offspin," the Indian vice captain said.
While India is back in the southern
African nation for the first time since
2016 and haven't played much against
them in the last few years, Dhawan was
of the opinion that should not take
Zimbabwe, especially after their recent
series win against Bangladesh.
"They have won against Bangladesh.
They are playing good cricket. It's
good for us and we cannot take anything
for granted. It's about the process.
"Regardless of the team we are facing, we always make sure we do things
right so that we end up getting the right
results. That will once again be our focus
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he India 'A' side is set to get its
first assignment in over eight
T
months with New Zealand and, in
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ll-rounder Shahbaz Ahmed on
Tuesday received his maiden
A
India call-up as he replaced an
injured Washington Sundar for the
three-match ODI series against
Zimbabwe starting this week.
The 27-year-old Shahbaz has
been rewarded for his stellar performance in the 2022 IPL season,
as a team," Dhawan said.
Dhawan praised senior
Zimbawean batter Sikandar Raza
and said that the Indian bowlers will
have to bowl smart against the latter to contain him in the right
time.

where he turned out for Royal
Challengers Bangalore.
The Bengal left-arm spinner
collected 219 runs and four wickets
in 16 matches, leaving a mark.
The Southpaw has a batting
average of 41.64 and a bowling
average of 19.47 from 18 first class
games.
"The All-India Senior Selection
Committee named Shahbaz Ahmed
"He is a very good player. He has
been playing for Zimbabwe for a
long time. He is a quality player. I am
sure our bowlers with come up
with nice plans against him," he said.
Dhawan went on to add that the
series against Zimbabwe will be

crucial for a number of youngsters
in the squad like Shubman Gill,
Avesh Khan, Ishan Kishan, and the
exposure they are getting will be
extremely beneficial to them in the
coming days.
"The youngsters, these days,

have got more exposure. They are
confident and they have got good
technique. Their confidence level is
quite high because of domestic and
IPL. We feel that we have got so
many options. It is a healthy sign for
the team," Dhawan said.
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eenage Indian Grandmaster
R Praggnanandhaa on
T
Tuesday opened his campaign
in the FTX Crypto Cup, the
American finale of Champions
Chess Tour, with a 2.5-1.5 win
over the world's top junior
player Alireza Firouzja.
The 17-year old, who was
part of the Bronze medal-winning India 'B' team at the recent
chess
Olympiad
in
Mamallapuram near Chennai,
opened with a win in the first
of the four-game match.
He lost the second game
before winning the third and
drawing the fourth to beat
Firouzja in the first round
match on Tuesday.
The Indian GM picked up
three points for beating the
highly-rated Firouzja and faces
Dutch No.1 Anish Giri in the
second round.
Meanwhile, world No.1
Magnus Carlsen of Norway
stormed to a 3-1 win over Giri.
In other matches in the first
round, Poland's Jan-Krzyztof
Duda beat Hans Nieman 3-0
while Lev Aronian defeated
China's Le Liem 2.5-1.5.
The eight-player all-play-all
tournament is the American
finale of Champions Chess
Tour. There is $7,500 at stake
for each match win at the
event.

as the replacement for Washington
Sundar for the three-match ODI
series against Zimbabwe," the BCCI
said in a statement.
Washington had injured his
shoulder while playing a County
game in England, ruling him out of
the Zimbabwe tour.
India are scheduled to play
three ODIs starting in Harare on
Thursday.

all likelihood, Australia touring
the country.
The India A program will be
"helmed by VVS Laxman and his
NCA support staff group of Sairaj
Bahutule and Sitanshu Kotak,"
according to a report in
'ESPNCricinfo'.
India A was previously in
action in November-December last
year, when it played three unofficial Tests in Bloemfontein, South
Africa.
The New Zealand 'A' side is
slated to arrive in India by the end
of this month. It will play three
four-day games and as many List A
matches with all fixtures expected
to be held in Bengaluru.
A pink-ball fixture is also being
mulled upon by the BCCI, but final
approval is pending.
Even in their previous tour in
2017-18, the New Zealand 'A' side
had played a pink-ball match at
Vijayawada, although it was a day
game.
The tour of New Zealand is
likely to coincide with the Duleep
Trophy, scheduled from September
8 to 25. The BCCI is also in talks
with Cricket Australia for a possible tour.
"The BCCI is also understood
to be in negotiations with Cricket
Australia for a tour towards the end
of the year - most likely in
November - prior to the start of the
Ranji Trophy and India's next Test
assignment, which will be in
Bangladesh," the report said.
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reland all-rounder Kevin
O'Brien on Tuesday
Iannounced
his retirement from
international cricket after
falling out of contention for this
year's T20 World Cup in
Australia.
O'Brien played three Tests,
153 ODIs and 110 T20Is during a 16-year international
career and had spells with a
number of English county clubs
and T20 franchise sides around
the world.
The 38-year-old famously
blasted the Irish to victory
over England in a 2011 World
Cup group match in India
with a 50-ball century — still
the tournament's quickest.
The Dubliner scored 9,048
runs in total for Ireland, including the country's first Test

hundred, a second-innings
knock of 118 against Pakistan
in 2018, and took 276 wickets.
In a statement on Twitter,
O'Brien, who for many years
played alongside older brother
Niall, said: "Today I announce
my retirement from international cricket after 16 years and
389 caps for my country.
"I had hoped to finish my
career at the T20 World Cup in
Australia, but having not been
picked for the Irish squad since
last year's World Cup, I feel the
selectors and management are
looking elsewhere.
"I have enjoyed every
minute playing for Ireland,
have made many friends off the
pitch and I have so many happy
memories to remember from
my time playing for the national side." Ireland captain Andrew
Balbirnie said he was "lucky" to

Amitabh
Chaudhary, the former BCCI
secretary and president of
Jharkhand State Cricket
Association (JSCA) died of
heart attack on Tuesday
morning. He was 62. An IIT
Kharagpur
alumnus,
Chaudhary was instrumental in getting the first-class
status for Jharkhand after
BCCI disbanded the Bihar
Cricket Association during
the late Jagmohan Dalmiya's
tenure in the early part of the
new millennium.
Chaudhary also played a
major role in building one of
the finest cricket stadiums in
Ranchi and should be considered instrumental in
bringing international cricket and IPL to the industrial
town.
He had also served as a
BCCI joint secretary and
was an administrative manager with the Indian team on
a few occasions.
PTI

have played with O'Brien.
"Cricket in this country
owes a lot to what Kev achieved
on and off the field and he has
left the game in a better place,"
he said.
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he Indian women's team
T
will play as many as 65
international games in the inaugural Future Tours &
Programmes (FTP) set by the
ICC during the three-year-cycle
between May, 2022 to April,
2025.
The ICC on Tuesday
announced the the structured
calender that includes a total of
301 matches (seven Tests, 135
ODIs and 159 T20Is) over a
period of three years.
India's share of matches
will be two Tests against England
and Australia along with 27
ODIs and 36 T20 Internationals
during the said duration.
Since the FTP has started
from May, 2022, India have
already played 3 WODIs and 3
WT20Is against Sri Lanka.
As per the list, India hosts
New Zealand, South Africa,
West Indies and Ireland at home,
the away series are against
Australia, England, Sri Lanka
(already
played)
and
Bangladesh.
One of the marquee events
in this phase will be India's fivematch T20I series against the
'Southern Stars' later this year.
While the Australians will
be visiting India once again
during the summer of 2023-24

for a multi-format series(one
Test, three ODIs, and three
T20Is), the Indians will return
the favour when they tour Down
Under in the winter of 2025-26
(one Test, three ODIs, and three
T20Is).
Of the seven Tests inked
during the phase, England will
play the most Tests - five, followed by Australia (four), South
Africa (three) and India (two).
"This is a huge moment for
the women's game," ICC general manager of cricket, Wasim
Khan, said in a statement.
"This FTP not only lends
certainty to future cricket tours
but also sets the base for a structure that is sure to grow in the
coming years," Khan added.
According to ICC, the 202225 Women's Championship,
teams will generally play threematch bilateral ODI series before
the 2025 World Cup.
Many of these series will
also be accompanied by T20
international matches, with
some teams also giving its consent for five-match WT20I
series.
"All bilateral T20I matches
count towards respective team
rankings, which in turn serves
as a primary mechanism for
determining the teams that
qualify for ICC global events,"
ICC said in its statement.
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he Sultan Azlan Shah Cup,
an annual invitational interT
national men's hockey tournament, is set to make a comeback
after a two-year break in
November this year.
The prestigious tournament
didn't take place in the last two
years due to COVID-19. The last
time it was held in 2019, South
Korea had emerged champions
by beating India in the summit
clash.
"We are all set to host the
Premier Azlan Shah Cup in
November this year. We have
invited six teams including India
and Australia and we hope our
invitation will be accepted," an
AHF official said.
India has been invited
alongside Australia, Germany
and England for the tournament
scheduled to be held from
November 16 to 25 in Ipoh,
Malaysia.
While Australia are the
most successful team in the
tournament with 10 titles, India
have won it five times.

Yadav has
received high praise from the
Sgreaturyakumar
Ricky Ponting, who compared the batter with AB de
Villiers, saying the Indian possesses a 360 degree game like the
South African genius.
Ponting suggested that
Yadav should bat at number
four in the Indian line-up.
"Surya (Yadav) scores 360
degrees around the ground, a bit
like an AB de Villiers did when
he was in his actual prime. The
lap shots, the late cuts, you
know, the ramps over the keeper's head. He can hit down the
ground," Ponting said on the latest episode of The ICC Review.
"He hits really well over the
leg side, flicks to deep backward
square particularly well, and he's
a good player of fast bowling
and is a good player of spin
bowling."
Yadav, 31, has scored 672
runs at an average of 37.33 and
a strike rate of 175.45 in 23 T20
matches and now sits at No.2 in
the ICC T20 Batter Ranking.
"He's a very, very exciting
player and I'm sure someone
that's going to find himself in
their team, not just their squad,"
Ponting, who has seen Yadav up
close in his early years at
Mumbai Indians, said.
"I think you'd find him in
their team for the T20 World

Cup. And if he's in that team,
then I think all the fans in
Australia are going to see a very,
very good player.
"He's quite a confident person. He backs himself and he's
never going to step down from
a challenge or any situation that
arises in a game. I feel he thinks
he can win that situation and
therefore go on and win the
game for his team."
Asked whether Yadav
would make India's best XI, the
former Australian skipper said
he has "played better than anybody else in the Indian team for
the last couple of series" and
should be slotted at the top
order.
"It's got to be in the top four,

I think. I said stick with him
(Virat Kohli) in his traditional
spot, which has been number
three," Ponting, a two-time
World Cup-winning captain,
said.
"For Surya, it's one, two or
four. I think he can open, but I
think he's probably, you know,
if you could probably just keep
him away from the new ball, let
him control the middle part of
the game outside the Powerplay,
through in the middle, and if
he's in at the end, you know
what can happen."
Ponting said: "I think in the
top four is, well, actually I'll go
out on a limb: I don't want him
to open. I think number four is
his best spot."
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Africa captain Dean Elgar
says he does not fear "Bazball" as
Stheouth
Proteas seek to inflict England's
first Test defeat of their swashbuckling new era under the leadership of
Ben Stokes and Brendon McCullum.
After a dismal run of just one
victory in 17 Tests, England have won
four from four under new skipper
Stokes and coach McCullum heading into their series opener against
South Africa at Lord's on Wednesday.
That includes a 3-0 series win
over world champions New Zealand,
with England hunting down challenging targets on each occasion.
Stokes's men then made light of
a seemingly stiff target of 378 in the
Covid-delayed fifth Test against
India at Edgbaston, romping to victory by seven wickets.
"Bazball" -- a reference to
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ngland have recalled fit-again
wicketkeeper Ben Foakes for the
E
first Test against South Africa at
Lord's starting on Wednesday.
Ben Stokes, the England captain, announced the return of
Surrey wicketkeeper Foakes to the

McCullum's nickname -- has revitalised England's red-ball fortunes at
a time of renewed debate about the
future of the five-day game.

But there are questions over
whether the ultra-aggressive
approach can work in all circumstances, particularly against a strong

South Africa pace attack.
"I've got absolutely no interest in
the style that they've played," Elgar
told the Guardian. "I think it can go

one of two ways for them and it can
go south very quickly... I'd like to see
them do it against our seamers."
But England bowling great James
Anderson, speaking at Lord's on
Monday, is confident that sticking
with a positive mindset will prove the
right thing for the team.
"I don't think it has to come
unstuck at all," he said. "We now
know we've got the ability to chase

XI during a media conference on
Tuesday.
Foakes is the only change from
the team that defeated India in the
postponed fifth Test at Edgbaston
last month after missing the match
following a case of coronavirus.
Foakes reclaims the gloves from
Kent's Sam Billings.
anything down and we've got the
ability to take wickets in any conditions.
"If we keep playing with that
entertaining sort of mindset and
also be smart with it as well...
there may be times when we can't
go hell for leather with the bat and
maybe we have to soak up a bit of
pressure at times and just be smart
about when we put pressure back on

the opposition.
Both teams appear to be stronger
in bowling rather than batting
although, with resilient opener Elgar
leading from the front, the Proteas
have won seven out of nine Tests
under his captaincy, while the form
of Keegan Petersen has helped compensate for the red-ball retirement of
gifted shotmaker Quinton de Kock.
England will hope in-form batsmen Joe Root and Jonny Bairstow
maintain their eye-catching form of
earlier in the season.
South Africa spearhead bowler
Kagiso Rabada is doubtful for the
first game of the three-Test series
with an ankle injury.
"I'm hoping that he pulls
through," said Proteas coach Mark
Boucher. "Rabada is a massive player for us as we all know so for him
to be part of the final XI would be
very special for us."

